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ABSTRACT

This study examines Chaucer's continuing investigation
of the relationship between language and meaning, and the
difficul-ty of expressing that meaning through written
language. I believe that Chaucer's method of approaching the
problems of language and the transmission of his art bears
sinilarities to certain modern methods of approaching
literature, parÈicularly in the way that each looks at the
tenuous relationship of language and meaning. The thesis
applies aspects of the language theories of Jacques Derrida
and Robert Scholes to the trPrioress's Talert and the rrsecond
Nun's Talerrr two of The Canterbury TaTes that are not
usually read in terms of their treatment of language
problems. Chapter One also outlines some late-medieval
theories of literature with which Chaucer could have been
familiar, and traces their development from Àugustine to the
ftclassicizing friars.'r By examining the Tales with some
knowledge of the way in which the known literary theory of
his time corresponds with aspects of modern theories, it is
possíble to attain a better understanding of some of
Chaucer's more problematic texts.

CHAPTER ONE
MODERN AND MEDIEVAL THEORIES OF LITERATURE

i-. Introduction
fn this study, I will examine what f consider to be the
most interesting and complex aspect of the Chaucerían canon:
the author's continuing ínvestigation of the relationship
between language and meaning and the difficulty of
expressing that meaning through written language. I will
show that Geoffrey Chaucer was not only avrare of the
problematic connection between language and meaning but that
he gains his awareness by looking back along a critical
path, well-trodden by, according to Barry Windeatt, rrthe
footsteps of the ancient poetsrr (1). Furthermore, as
Windeatt says, Chaucer tralso worries about textual
transmission and future interpretationtt (1). That is, he was
concerned not only with the long tradition that helped to
shape his art but also with the transmission of meaning to
his readers and with how his text would be understood in the
future'. In displaying this concern, Chaucerrs poetry atlows
' PauI Strohrn expresses a síniIar opinion to Windeatt
regarding Chaucer's a$rareness of the problems of the
transmission of meaning: trWhile confident in his manner of
address to his immediate hearers, Chaucer seems l-ess certain
about the nature of his reception by those unknown persons
who will be readers of his works in manuscript form. His
ambition for such an audience has already been noted, in
reference to such passages as his closing address Eo TroiTus
when he inagines his 'bok' entering the larger realm of
'poesye'. This inagined transition is, however, accompanied
by certain anxieties, both about sirnple matters of
transcription and also about more fundamental matters of
undersÈandingtt (L2').

2

us to observe an analogous relationship (although not an
identical one) between the }ate-medieval theories of writing
with which he would have been familiar and the type of

that r will incorporate below in examining the
two tares. This is not to craim, by any means, that chaucer
T¡¡as a medieval serniotícian or a tpre-post-structuralistr,
or
that rnedievar literary theorists $rere centuries ahead of
themselves in devising analytic methods; such an assumption
would be an attempt to make chaucer and his contemporaries
into literary prognosticators. Rather, I believe that
chaucer's method of approaching the probrems of language and
the transmission of his art bears similarities to certain
modern nethods of approaching literature, particurarly in
the way that each looks at the tenuous relationship of word
and meaning'. By examining the work of chaucer with some
knowledge of the known literary theory of his tirne, and in
Iiqht, of the vTays in which that theory corresponds with
aspects of modern theories, I hope to attain a better
understanding of some of his problematic texts..
modern theory

'Robert S. Sturges finds the work of Jacques Derrida
helpful in exarnining medieval literature because rthe
deconstructive free pray of writing may have something in
common with, and something to teII us about, interpreÈation
in the Middre Ages, which may have been governed räss by any
positivist notion of the author,s intentions for the
integrated text than by something more crosely resembling
this free p1ay" (3).
= Louise O. Fradenburg displays her opinion of the
questionabre tendency of modern thèoreticiãns to equate
modern and medieval literary theory: tDefenders of ,theory'
frequently stressed the identity of modern criticallave
issues with medieval concerns, rather than the capacity of
modern theory to understand medieval texts in ways somètimes

3

of those problematic texts are the rrPrioress's
Talerrand the ttsecond Nunts Talertrand my prirnary focus here
will be on these two Canterbury Tales not usually examined
for their involvement in studies of language and meaningn.
Critics seem most often to compare the two tales ín terms of
their dramatic or thematic commonalities (that is,
respectively, âs generic examples of a Miracle of the Virgin
and as the story of a saint's tife and death in martyrdon)
while disregarding or missing the way in which the tales
treat the difficulties of language and meaning. I intend to
demonstrate that these tales exhibit convincing testimony to
Two

an examination of those difficulties.
The ItPrioress's Tal-err and the trsecond Nunts Talerr are

not the only examples of Chaucer's concern with the problems
of language and meaning. Wj-ndeatt's statement cited above
refers Eo Troilus and Criseyde, where Chaucer, in an atternpt
Èo avoid such problems of misreading, assigns the
responsibility of insuring correct future interpretation to
his contemporaries:
this book f directe
To the and to the, philosophical Strode,
O moral Gower,

different from the ways ín which those texts seem to
understand themselvesrr (72). Andrew Taylor examines the
(rnis)reading of Derrida in medieval studies in rrChaucer our
Derridean Contemporary?rr .
o

William E. Rogers, for example, groups Fragrments VII,
and
VIII, and IX which contain both the |tPrioress's Talerr
the rrsecond Nun's Talerr under the chapter title rrThe
Problems of Languagett although his criteria for doing so
seem to be because rralI the tales have something to do with
Titeraturett (86).

4

To vouchen sauf, ther nede is, to correcte,

Of youre benignites and zeles goode. (Tr V.l-8569)u

Strode and Gower, not surprisingly to Chaucer it seems, Ì^lere
unable to prevent the misreading of the text by at least one
reader for, in the Legend of Good úíomen, Cupid accosts the

interloping Chaucer and reprimands him for misrepresenting
al-I women in his portrayal of one faithless Criseyde:
Ànd of Creseyde thou hast seyd as the lyste,
That maketh men to t¡/ommen lasse triste,
That ben as trewe as ever was any steel. (F332-4)
Cupid's response to Chaucer in the Legend shows that the
concerns of the Narrator of TroiLus about the misreading of
valid.
Chaucer was obviously alrrare of the problems of

his text

r¡rere

misreading and misunderstanding when he wrote these poems.
He begins his Prologue to the Legend with a statement about
textual transmission and the veracity in ttolde bokes, rr ('rWel
oughte us thanne olde bokes leve,/ T};ere as there is non

other assay by prevett G27-B) and by doing so he indicates
that language and its problematic relationship to truth will
be the primary focus of the work. As he says (G81-4), his
purpose in writing the Legend is to rryeve credencerr to oId
books and authorities for proof of things that he cannot
see. However, he ends the section with an ominous qualifier:
u

AlI citations from Chaucer are taken from Benson's

Riverside Chaucer.

f,

For myn entent is, or I fro Yow fare,
The naked text in English to declare

Of rnany a story, or elles of many a geste,
As autours seyn¡ Teveth hen if yow 7este. (G85-8'
italics mine )
Such a warning should be heeded, for it suggests that the
rrautoursrr cannot always be believed and, here, Chaucer
places the lion's share of the responsibility of determining
meaning onto the reader".

with language
and the use of modern critical approaches to examine his
writing, Robert Jordan points out that
[w]e are beginning now to see more clearly that
Chaucer could find meaning in the play of language
itself, in the varied textual surface that could
not only create illusions of tife but also make
play--often very serious epístemological play-with the capacity of language so to enthrall us in
itlusion. .
The evidence poínts not only to an
Commenting on Chaucer's experimentation

" JilI Mann stresses the importance, to Chaucer, of the
role of the reader in rrÎhe Authority of the Audience in
Chaucer:rt trThese persistent Íntrusions of a reading presence
within the text dramatize not only Chaucer's relationship to
a literary past--to the authors whose influence must be
reconciled with his own creative independence--but also his
relationship to a literary future--to the readers on whom
the continuing life and meaning of his work dependsr' (2).
trElsewhere in Chaucer ít is the writer's inability to
control what the reader does with his text that is a
potential cause of aIarm. Chaucer is possibly the only
English poet to have been more troubled by the anxiety of
exerting influence than by the anxiety of undergoing it; the
burden of the future can be more worrying than the burden of
the past" (6-7).

6

authorial consciousness of the crafting
of language but also an acute authorial
ambivalence about the nature of language and its
validity as an instrument of truth. (Jordan,

unabashed

rrTodorovtt 54 )

Jordan finds this I'problem with the contíngency of languagerr

(54) evidenced not only in the Legend buL in many of
Chaucer's other works incl-uding The House of f'a¡ne and
TroiTus and Críseyde. In focusing on language and,
therefore, its own 'literarinessr' Jordan notes that
Chaucer's work shares its self-reflexive quatity with many
modern writers (Jordan mentions Nabokov, Barth, Beckett, and
Calvino, 56) and, by extension, modern literary theorists.
Jordan correctly maintains that Chaucer contends and
experirnents with the problems of language and meani-ng
throughout his corpus, and I will present evídence to
elaborate on the point by locating examples in several texts
in the body of this study.
The thesis is arranged into four chapters. Chapter one
describes the theoretical perspectives that I have found
hetpful in examiníng the problems of meaning and language in
the source tales. My approach incorporates aspects of the
language theories of Jacques Derrida and Robert Scholes.
Derrida's concepts of Itdisseminationrrr ttdifférance'rr and the
"supplément'r provide useful insight into Èhe difficulty (if
not the impossibility) of locating meaning in langudgê,
whereas Scholests rrcentripetalrr and rrcentrifugalrr methods of

7

reading help to demonstrate the almost infiníte number of

intertextual- connections a reader can form in an attempt to
make sense of the text, connections over which the writer
can exert negligible significant influence. The chapter also
outl-ines some of the critical theories that may have been
avaj-Iable to a writer in late-fourteenth century England and
attempts to trace the passage of such theories from
Augustine of Híppo to the theorists of Chaucer's tirne.
Although the process is speculative and necessarily
abbreviated because of the enormous scope of the subject, I
believe that I can make reasonable assumptions about the
theories (or at least of the kinds of theories) of which
Chaucer was ar^rare. Chapters Two and Three will analyze the
rrPrioress's Talerr and the rrsecond Nun's Talerrr respectively,
j-n terms of the theoretical perspective set down in Chapter
One. Considering the extent of Chaucer's involvement with
the problems of language throughout his corpus, it will be
necessary to refer to some of Chaucer's other works that
show his concern with language issues. Chapter Four
concludes my thesis, restating the claim that rnany of
Chaucer's texts show his concern with the difficulties of
establishing meaning through language and that such concerns
are not unlike those expressed in some so-caIled modern
theories. The conclusion supports my assertion that, if the
literary theoríes available to Chaucer shared some of their
basic concepts with modern literary theory, and if Chaucer
$ras ahrare of and operated within a literary mitieu in which

those theories $rere prevalent, then modern theoretical
perspectives may well provide insight into Chaucer's hrorks

in general, and more particularty into
problemat.ic texts.

some

of his

more

2" Derrida, Scholes, and the Problerns of Meaning
Within the dramatic frame of The Canterbury TaLes, the
characters express different and differing points of view
and communicative styles in tetting their ta1es, and Chaucer
capitalizes on the intrinsic possibilities of such a nultivoiced text by allowing the characters to misunderstand each
other and, on occasion, to mísunderstand their own words;
such misunderstanding foregrounds problems with language and
the t.ransmission of meaning that exists ín any situation in
which people atternpt to communicate with each other. Mikhail
Bakhtin uses the term I'dialogricrr to denote such rnultiplevoicing that is rrcharacteristic of all speech in that no
discourse exists in isolation but is always part of a
greater wholet it is necessaríIy drawn from the context of
the language world which preceded itrr (Makaryk 537), a
frlanguagie worldrt like that occurring in The Canterhury
TaTes'. Robert Jordan reveals the utility of Bakhtinrs idea
to the study of the Tales when he says that Chaucer rrexpands
the areas of potential meaning by introducing multiple
viewpoints and in general exposing his received materials as
' See Bakhtin's The ÐiaTogic Inagination for a complete

discussion.

9

viell as his art itself Èo a variety of interpretations, bY
no means always credulous and respectfulrr (rrQuestionrr 81).
For example, the Wife of Bath in her rrProloguerl
mísinterprets or misquotes the words of the Itauctoresfr to
prove her arguments; the Manciple reveals the danger of
speaking and havingl one's words misconstrued; the little
clergeon in the trPrioress's Talert learns by rote to sing the
Al-ma redemptoris in Latin but he does not know what the
words mean; the Second Nun, according to the generic
convention of a Saint's Life, offers different
interpretations of the meaníng of the name, Cecilia. These,
and a proliferation of references to problematic language
usaqe in ?he Canterbury Ta7es, indicate that, for Chaucer,
in his time as it is for ourselves, language and the
transmission of meaning is a major issue in literature.
The inherent possibility of mis-reading language in any
text, especially one in which different speakers have a
voice, is a problem that is recognized by post-structuralist
theories of literature which assert that Èhe determination
of meaning in language is, at best, iIlusive. Practically
alL such theories take theír basic prernises from the
lectures of Ferdinand de Saussure, who demonstrated in
Course ín General Linguistics that meaning in language
depends upon a relational sign-system based on the
differences among those signs. This fundamental difference,
Saussure maintains, begins at the level of the smallest
linguistic unit, the phoneme. Às he says:
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. a phoneme by itsel-f plays a role in the
system of a language-state
[its] presence or
absence in a definite position counts in the
structure of the word and in the structure of the
sentence. ( 131- )
For instance, the replacement of one phoneme with another
makes a great difference not only in the signs cat and hat
but also in any sentence or text in which the signs may
appear. Saussure uses the word sign to denote rrthe
combination of a concept and a sound-image'f which he caIIs,
respectively, the signifíed and sígnifier (67). The
relationship between signified and signifier ís arbitrary in
that the sound-image used to represent the signified could
just as well have been any other sound-image; however, the
system of language (Tangue) is established and maintained by
convention, and is already in existence when a speaker comes
to it, and therefore it will not allow the substitution of
one phonerne for another when in use by individual speakers
(parole). That is, an individual language user cannot change
the system of language in which helshe operates sinply by
changing phonemic aspects of the language.
Saussure stresses the importance of arbitrariness and
difference:
in language there are only differences. Even more
important: a difference generally irnplies positive
terms between which the difference is set up; but
in language there are only differences without
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positive terms. (L2o, emphasis in original)
This difference is caused by the arbitrariness of the sígn,
which Saussure calls an rrirrational principlerr (1-33) and
$rarns that such írrationality
would lead to the worst sort of cornplication if
applied without restriction. But the rnind
contrives to introduce a principle of order and
regularity into certain parts of the mass of signs
. (l-33).
Post-structuralist theorists, hotalever, see this potential
rrworst sort of complícationrr as occurring in spite of the
mind's atternpts to impose constancy. Because of the nature
of the sign (that is, arbitrary and differential), order
cannot be imposed on language.
Jacques Derrida is one such theorist who maintains that

language resists all attempts at regulation. He accepts

Saussure's basic concept that language is referential and

differential; however, Derrida rnaintains that the signified
to which a signifier refers is actually another signifier
which in turn requires another signifier for its own
definition; and that definition requires yet another
signifier; and so on. For Derrida, the signified cannot
exist; rather, language is a chain of signifiers unattached
to any signifieds:
. the signified always already functions as a
signifier. The secondarity that it seemed possible
to ascribe to writíng alone affects all signifieds
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in general, affects them always already, the
moment they enter the game. There is not a single
signified that escapes even if recaptured, the
play of signifying references that constitute
language - (GrammatoTogy T, emphasis in original)
Because of the infinite movement from signifier to
signifier, meaning in language is indeterminate. The
referential process becomes limitress and virtually
unfathomabre: saussurers,r^rorst sort of comprication.rl
Derrida further explains his concept when he asks, in
Writing and Difference:
But is it by chance
. that the meaning of
meaning
. is infinite inplication, the
indefinite referral of signifier to signifier? Â,nd
that its force is a certain pure and infinite
equivocality which gives signified meaning no
respite, Do rest, but engages it in its own
economy so that it always signifies again and
differs? (25, emphasis in original)
The perpetual connection of signifier to signifier,
which Derrida calrs ttdisseminationr. suggests that ranguage
must always lack the certainty of reference it requires to
transmít meaning. This centrifugal rnovement from one
signifier to the next means that any signifier must be
connected to every other signifier in a language system, and
Derrída demonstrates the connection in his examination of
the word )tpharmakonrt in the essay entitled rprators
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the word
can be linked (eventually) to every other word in the Greek
language: rr],ike any text, the text of 'P1ato' couldn't not
be involved, ât least in a virtual, dynamic, lateral manner'
with att the words that composed the system of the Greek
Ianguagerr (f29). By lookíng at the word, or any words, in
such a centrifugal manner, it is possible to connect
. the $tords 'actually present' in a discourse
with all the other \ÂIords ín the lexical system,
whether or not they appear as 'wordsr' that is, as
relative verbal units in such discourse. They
communicate with the totality of the lexicon
through their syntactic play and at least through
the subunits that compose what we call- a word.
Pharmacytt (Dissemìnation 6L-L71,). Here he shows how

(Dissenination 1-30 )
Derrida questions the traditional view of rrWestern
metaphysicstr" which SeeS oral discourse exempt from the
problems of referentiality and priviteges the spoken word
over the written. Because both speaker and listener are
present to each other when an utterance is made, and the
speaker,s words are (supposedly) an accurate reflection of
what he/she means, then the meaning of the words will be
present also. But the speaker and lístener use oral language
explains that, bY rrWestern
" Barbara Johnson |tmeans
not only the Western
metaphysics,tt Derrida
philosophical tradition but 'everyday' thought and language
ás wetli' which rrhas always been structured in terms of
dichotoinies or polaritiestt that prívilege one term over
another (Dissenìnaton viii) .
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that is subject to the same system of relational difference
as is written language, and any language, whether written or
oral, "is already constituted by the very distances and
differences it seeks to overcomerr (Disseninatíon ix). As
Derrida says in Posjtions: ItWhether in the order of spoken
or written discourse, no element can function as a sign
without referring to another element which itself is not
sinply presentr' (26).
Although meaning ín language ís the product of a system
of difference, meaning, according to Derrida, is al-so
'deferred': each sign contains both the trace of the signs
that preceded it and the trace of signs to come after it,
both of which can modify its meaning for the
reader/listener. Each word in a sentence, for example,
contains the trace of all the other words in that sentence.
Derrida calls this ef f ect ttdif f érance, rr a $rord he adapts
from the French verb, ttdifférerrtr meaning both to differ and
to defer. According to Barbara Johnson, "[vl]hat Derrída
attempts to demonstrate is that this dífférance inhabits the
very core of what appears to be irnmediate and presentrl
(Disseminatíon i*); and the notion of presence, for Derrida,
is the priviteged half of the type of unacceptable binary
(presence/absence) on which western rnetaphysics necessarily
grounds itself.

The deterrnination of meaning is therefore

always made problematic by the effects of disseminaÈion and

différance.
If meanj-ng in language and in writing is

made
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indeterminate by dissemination and différance, then the
existence of any solid centre on which to base meaning,
which Derrida refers to as the tttranscendental signified'r",

or 7ogos, is also an impossibility. As Terry Eagleton
explains:

. the concept of writing, then, is a challenge
to the very idea of structure: for a structure
always presumes a centre, a fixed principle, a
hierarchy of meanings and a solíd foundation, and
it is just these notions which the endless
differing and deferring of writing throws into
question. ( 1-34 | ernphasis in original )
Derrida sees such logocentric thinking as a product of
western metaphysics, and, while the determination of a
rrtranscendental signifiedrt may be essential in order to
establish and ground meaníng, the idea of an infinite
procession of signifiers seems to preclude the existence of
this soIíd central structure on whích communication must be
based. Richard Harland defines the Togos as a word
that illurninatingly brings together in a single
concept the ínward rational principle of verbal
texts, the inward rational principle of human
beings, and the inward rational principle of the
' Derrida says rrthe classical systern's 'outsidet can no
longer take the form of the sort of extra-text which would
arrest the concatenation of writing (i.e., that movement
which situates every signified as a differential trace) and
for which I had proposed the concept of 'transcendental
signif ied'r' (Dissemination 5) .
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natural universe. Even more illuminating, '1ogos'
combines all these meanings with a further
meaning: 'the Law'. For 'logos' as an inward
rational principle serves to control and take
charge of outward material thíngs. (1'46)
Derrida, âs Harland points out, denies the possibility of
the Jogos and regards rrlogocentrismrr as a mistaken
conception of rrWestern rnetaphysicaltt thought.
glithout a solid centre on which to ground meaning,
language becomes unpredictable, and the movement of

signifier to signifier continues ever outward, pushing the
boundaries of language until meaning is virtually inpossible
to determine with any certainty. This centrifugal motion of
signifiers constantly replaces and takes precedence over
that which came before. Derrida calIs this replacement the
t'supplémenttr and says: rrThe supplément adds itself , ít is a
surplus, a plenitude enríching another plenitude, the
fuTTest measure of presencerr (GrammatoTogy l-44, emphasis in
original), which becomes
an infinite chain, ineluctably rnultiplying the
supplementary mediations that produce the sense of
the very thing they defer: the rnirage of the thing
itself, of inmediate presence, of originary
perceptionlo.
rrtv¡o meaníngs in
refers to the
'o Barbara Johnson
rrtaddition'
ttsupplémenttr:
and
the
word
Frenchrt of
Johnson
to
speech,
Vüriting,
âs
compared
'replacement'.rr
says, becomes rrat once something secondârY, external, and
compensatory, and something that substitutes, viol-ates, and
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(GrammatoTogy L57)

The "supplémentrt replaces and yet símultaneously adds to
that which it replaces. What was thought to be complete

according to Western rnetaphysical thought, in this case the

sign or word, suddenly appears to be incomplete. If the sign
can be replaced or added to, it cannot have been complete in
the first place. Replacing implies equality; adding to
ímplies difference. The supplément therefore contains a
double meaning: it is both different and the same as the
sign it replaces. rrThe doubleness of the word suppTément
carries the text's signifying possibilities beyond what
could reasonably be attributed to
fthe author's]
conscious intentionsrr (Barbara Johnson, Dissemination xiii) .
Derrida views the concept of the cornpleteness of the sign as
another product of lrfestern metaphysics which mistakenly
privileges speech over writíng. Because speech appears to be
the most direct connection between the speaker/author and
the speaker's words, conventíona1 thinking sees speech as
being always present to itself and therefore preferable to
the written word which is merely a representation of speech,
a method of preserving the vocal sounds, a suppTément. But
if speech can be supplemented by writing, then it cannot be
complete in itsel-f and, therefore, writing, for Derrida,
takes precedence over speech".
usurpstt (Translatort s note, Derrida, Dissemination, l-1-0 ) .
" Jonathan Cul1er says: ttWriting can be added to
speech only if speech is not a sel-f-sufficient, natural
plenitude, only if there is already in speech a lack or
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This favouring of writing as a mode of discourse is
expressed by Derrida's phrase tt?here is nothing outside of
the text [there is no outsíde-textì í7 n'y a pas de horstexte,ftt (Of GrammatoTogy 1-58). Derrida here refers to the
writing of Rousseau, and, as Barbara Johnson says of the
phrase:

. what Rousseau's text tells us is that our
very relation to 'reality' al'ready functions like
a text. Rousseau's account of his life is not only
itself a text, but it is a text that speaks only
about the textuality of life. Rousseau's life does
not become a text through his writing: it always
already was one. Nothing, indeed, can be said to
be not a text (Dissenination, xiv).
Johnson's elaboration of Derrida's phrase indicates that
people are a product of the Èexts that form the culture in
which they live and, as such, they become texts themselves
in that they are created by writing.
Robert Scholes applies some of Derrida's concepts to
the developrnent of a theory of reading in Protocols of
Reading. Responding Èo Derrida's phrase, "i7 n'y a pas de
hors-texte," Scholes says that:
tilf Derrida is right, and on this question I
think he is, there is no place for us to stand
absence that enables writing to supplement itfr and ttvüriting
can be compensatory, a supplement to speech, only because
speech is already marked by the qualities generally
predicated of writing: absence and misunderstanding. t' (on

Deconstruction,

l-03 ) .
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outside of textuality, anyl^¡ay. When we become
aware of ourselves, we are already thoroughly
developed as textual creatures. What we are and
what r¡re may become are already shaped by powerful
cultural texts . (Protoeol-s 27 )
Or, to state ít another v/ay: rrHuman language intervenes in a
world that has already intervened in languagett (Scho1es,
Textual Power l-1-1-). Here Scholes states succinctly his
position on literature, reading, and, by extensíon, the
attenpt to determine meaning: We are all products of the
culture in which we live and of the powerful system of signs
inherent in that culture (its rrtextsr'). hle are, therefore,
Ittextual creatures,It beings created by the texts we create
as a culture when the values and ideology of that culture
are passed on in its texts. As we shape culture through our
texts, so culture shapes us through the texts we create. lfe
can neither observe the system from within nor can we get
outsíde the system of textuality to observe it because $re
have no existence outside the system of textuality".
Scholes's view is in complete agreement with Derrida's:
There is nothing outside the text, including (and
especially) ourselves.
Schol-es, like Derrida, rrsees the tife of the text as
" rn structuraTism in Literature: An Introduction,
Scholes says rr.
the 'subjectivity' of hermeneutic
criticism can never be entirely subjective. [he critic who
'recovers' the meaning of any given work always does so by
establishing a relationship between the work and some system
of ideas outside itr'

(9

).
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occurring along its circumference, which is constantly
expanding, encompassing nev, possibilities of meaningrf
(Protocols 8), a concept he calls centrifugal reading"- Hís
view aligns centrifugal reading with Derrida's ideas of
rrdisseminationrr and ttdifférancerr in the way both concepts
see meaning in language as illusive
expanding nature of signifiers.

because of the ever

Scholes says that it is in

the process of opening outward to locate meaning that the
reader's own textual references come into pfay and where the
most j-nteresting meanings appear. To read centrifugally is
to bring to bear upon the text all the cultural and textual
references the reader has, to connect the text Èo the
reader's own system of texts. For every reader, the meanings
formed from such connections must, of necessi-ty, be
different, for, although $te may exist within the same
culture and are created in part by the culture in which we
Iive, our experience of that culture will not be the same.
As Scholes says:
Readers are constituted differently

and different

readers perceive different features of the

same

texts. Both texts and readers are already written
" Roland Barthes in rrFrom Work to Texttr refers to this
He also
muttiplicity of possible meanings in the text.
incorporates one of Derrida's key terms: ItThe Text is
plural. lrlhich is not sirnply to say that it has several
meanings, but that it accomplishes the very plural of
meaning: an irreducible (and not merely an acceptable)
pIural. The Text is not a co-existence of meanings but a
passage, êD overcrossing; thus it answers not to an
interpretatÍon, even a tiberal one, but-to an explosion, a
disseminationrr (l-007)

.
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they meet, but both may emerge f rom the
encounter altered in some crucial respect.
(Protocols 92)
This is not to say that because a reader ís rrconstituted
differentlytt that any ínterpretation he or she may devise is
r¡then

a correct one. On the contrary. In Semiotics and
Interpretation, Scholes explains the limitations that he
sees existing on centrifugalisrn (Derrida's |tdisseminationtr)
when he says:

are not free to make meaning, but we are free
to find it, by foltowing the various semantic,
syntactic, and pragrmatic paths that lead avray from
the words of the text. That is, vte can't bring
just any meanings to the text, but vre can bring
all the meanings hre can link to the text by means

$re

of an interpretíve code. Ànd, above all, üte can
generate meaning by situating this text among the
actual and possible texts to whích it can be
related. (30)
The reader can only locate meaning in a text by applying
certain ftprotocols of readingtt (Derrida's phrase from
PosÍtÍons 63)'o to that text and by positioning the text in
relation to any others which may exist in his or her
!4 Scholes uses Derrídats vlords as a headnote to
Chapter 2 of Protocols of Readíng. The note reads: rrReading

. But this transformation cannot
is Lransformational.
executed however one wishes. It requires protocols of
reading. Why not say it bluntly: I have not yet found any
that satisfy me" (ProtocoTs 50).

be
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repertoire

"

Both Scholes and Derrida see reading as an intertextual

activity in which the reader brings to the present text
every other text that he/she has read, but Scholes sees
reading as taking place in two directions, backward and
forward. The reader reads centrifugally, creating nehl
meanings for the text, but, âs Scholes says:
Every text Èhat comes to us comes from before our
moment in tirne, but each text can be read only by
connecting it to the unfinished work of
(ProtocoTs 6)
textuality.
Therefore, r¡te as readers must also look back to rrbefore our
moment in time'r toward the source and context in which the
writing was produced in order to situate the text at such a
position that Ì,îre can begin the process of understanding it.
The reader must search for a measure of what Scholes calls
rrcentrípetalityr'r a place to begin reading. As he says,
reading depends upon some irreducible minimum of
recuperation or centripetality in the process of
generating meaning.
. We must look backward
and find something there in order to be reading at
all (ProtocoTs 60).
[r]hile the reader looks forward according to the textual
resources that he or she brings to the text'u, factors that
tu By my phrase |ttextual resources, tt I do not mean to

connect the idea of a reader's understanding of his/her

own

textuality with Culler's rrliterary competencerl
(StructuraTist Poetics 1-1-3ff ), a term that I feel denotes a
certain cultural elitism in íts quest to find that elusive
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determine the extent of that reader's freedom and creativity

in interpreting text, he/she also must look backward to
establish some basis to begin the process of interpretation.
If Barry Windeatt's statement that Chaucer |tenvisages a
future for his writing in relation to the pastrr is correct,
as I think ít is, then it miqht indicate that, in Windeatt's
opinion at least, Chaucer's view of reading and
understanding might not have been unlike the view of
backward and forward reading that Scholes expounds.

Scholes appears to depart from Derrida in the concept

of Itcentripetal reading.r' The problem arises from Scholes's
belief in the necessity of tooking back toward an intention
lying at the base of the text:
Centripetal reading conceives of a text in terms
of an original intention located at the center of
that text. Reading done under this rubric will try
to reduce the text to this pure core of unmixed
intentionality. (Protocols 8)
By raising the spectre of ttintentionalityrrr Scholes seems
to be as far from Derrida's point of view as he could
conceivably be, for Derrida will not admit to the
possibility of any authority, including that of the author.
Derrida would contend that trthere is no authority in texts
or anywhere else, that any configuration of letters which we
Iabel a text, ot indeed an interpretation of a text, is
already setf-subvertingtt (Makaryk 5l-0); that is, any
construct, the 'idea1 reader.'
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declaration of authority wouJ-d require the existence of a
fixed centre on which to base that authority, and, as h7e
have already seen, Derrida believes that language is not
capable of sustaining any such thing. The text already
contains within itself the means of its own undermining. But
Scholes, I believe, does not mean by ttintentionrt what
critics like E.D Hirsch intend. the word to mean. Hirsch is
vehement in his rrattack on the view that a text is a rupiece
of language"r and equally vehement in his contention that
tt,lhe author's or speaker's subjective act is
formally necessary to verbal meaning, and any
theory which tries to dispense with the author as
specifier of meaning by asserting that textual
meaníng is purely objectively determined finds
itself chasing will-o'-the-wisps. (Hirsch l-401- )
For Scholes, I¡te ignore the intention of the author at
our o$rn literary peril not because the author is the only
authority on what the text means, but because reading is rran
attempt to grasp meanings that are not ours, meanings that
are interesting precisely because they come from outside usrr
(Protocols 50). If we are textual beings, then any text that
ís 'other' than ourselves, any text which comes from outside
our o$¡n being and has the power to shape our thought, is
significant. Besidesr âil absolute deterrnination of the
author's intention is impossible because intention is both
conscious and unconscious; the author may not be fully avtare
of all that shapes his or her thought process:
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=";.= :î::,::::'::::::":=.:":"::::"":::.ï'
shaped any individual human consciousness. our
intentions are neither simple nor entirely our
oÌ,'rn. Theref ore rÀre cannot express exactly what we
desire to express so that others will understand
us perfectly. (ProtocoLs 54)
Scholes leaves us part way between embracing intentionality
and dismissing it. We must assume that the author had a
purpose in writing but we must also believe that we as
readers can never completely understand just what that
íntention r¡ras, a determination that Hirsch declares to be
absolutely mandatory in order for any interpretation to
occur. Scholes is avrare of the position in which the author
is lefti he says, rrUnder these conditions, a poet does the
best he or she can and then abandons the work with the
intentíon that motívated it still somewhat unfulfilled. The
reader does the rest
.rr (Protocols 54). It seems safe to
say that the reader follows the same path as does the
author, but in reverse, in attemptingr to understand any
text; that is, the reader rrdoes the best he or she can and
then abandons Èhe work with the intention that motívated it
still somewhatrt misunderstood. But, misunderstood or not,
the reader begins the process of understanding the text by
granting some intention, as speculative as the process may
be, to the author and then creating his/her ohrn meaning from
that point"
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Scholes says that ttlr]eading is always, ât once, the

effort to comprehend and the effort to incorporate. I must
invent the author, invent his or her intentions, using the
evj-dence I can find to stimulate my creative process'l
(Protocols 9). Both terms are necessary for understanding to
take place: an attempt at comprehension of what the author
intended to say and incorporation of the new text into the
reader's frovrn textual repertoryrr (ProtocoTs 9). Scholes,
however, seems to be suggesting that the ideas of
centrifugal and centrípetaI reading are not substantially
different. In claiming that the reader must rrinventrr the
author and the author's intention usíng whatever the reader
can find to effect the process, Scholes demonstrates that
such 'invention' is a centrifugal rather than a centripetal
process as the idea of the author's intention would suggest.
ff the reader must rrinventrrthe intention of the author, and
indeed the author as weII, then the idea of the author and
any intentionality appears merely a construct created out of
the reader's rro\¡tn textual repertory.tt'" This apparent
contradiction has the effect of emphasizing further the
importance of the centrifugal nature of readingi and so
coincides with Derrida's ideas of language and meaning.
To read in the manner suggested by Scholes is to locate
some centre in the text and then to expand ever outward,
pushing the margins of the text to create meaning according
'" The idea of the author and rrauctoriteetr wilI appear
later in this chapter when I look at nedíeval theories of
the author.
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to the reader's own cultural and, therefore, textual system
of reference. However, the centre, as Derrida makes clear,
is subject to the same ínstability of meaning inherent in
all language: the instability caused by the effects of
dissemination and différance, and the same instability that
makes the idea of centrifugal reading so dynamic. The
farther the reader proceeds towards the margins (that is,
reads centrifugally), or the more the reader 'creates' the
author, the more it becones possible to detect areas in the
text where the text itself disptays contradictory statements
and ideas that naturally set up a series of oppositions.
According to EagleÈon
such oppositions, in order to hold themselves in
place, are sometimes betrayed into inverting or
collapsing themselves, or need to banish to the
text's margins certain niggling details which can
be made to return and plague them
fthey]
come to embarrass their own ruling systems of
logic. ( 133 )
Derrida refers to this process of detecting and
demonstrating the collapse of the oppositions in a text as
rrdeconstructíon rrr and, although I do not intend to
ttdeconstructrr the rrPrioressts Talert or the rrsecond Nunts
Talerr in the rigorous way that Derrida employs the word, I
wiII be using some of Derrida's and Scholes's methods of
examining language and literature among other things to see
if Èhese Tales do indeed exhibit certain I'niggling details"
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that can be shown to rrembarrass their own ruling syst.ems of
logii-c.

rl

H. Marshall Leicester, Jr. says of the deconstructive
approach to Chaucer, and I agiree, that it is possible that
Chaucer tllike Derrida, is niníng a certain sort of discourse
in such a $tay as to bring out the assumptions that make it
possible and to question them.rr" Further, such a nethod of
reading can profitably lead to
a general critique of all signifying systems,
including social and religious instituÈions and
language itself--the whole catalogue of
logocentríc, or meaning-centered, assumptions.
(ttDilférancett L7)
Shie1a Delany, employing Saussure's terminology, would
concur; as she says, the deterrnination of rneaning in
language is always dependent upon
the play of differing/deferríng/deference between-on one hand--the ideals of a pristine, stable,
absolute, and paradigrmatic Tangue, and--on the
other--the realities of faIlen, contingent,
infinitely variable parole. (Naked Text 75)
Delanyts comment relates Saussurean Tangue and paroTe to
Derridean dífférance (and therefore to Scholes idea of
reading) and also to her examination of Chaucer's Legend of
Good þIomen, mentioned earlier in this chapter. To continue
" Leicester goes too far, I believe, in calling
Chaucer tran active deconstructionistrr (22) ¡ he also incurs
the scorn of Andrew Taylor for the suggestion (477).
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Delany's statement:

This play of diflérance destabilizes the poem,
producing an aura of uncertainty about meaning and
the status of language that affects content and
structure, narrative and rhetoric. (75)
This destabitization of language and of the poem itself
created by the play of différance and dissemi-nation that
Delany fínds in the Legend is, as I noted previously,
evident ín much of Chaucer's work and is the subject of this
study.

3. Medíeval Literary Theory and Chaucer
Medieval theories of language recognized the
difficulties of establishing meaning in writing. That
Chaucer was familiar with the language theory of his time is
Iike1y, and an examination of his texts shows his
involvement with sinilar problems of language and meaning
that writers and readers deal with today. This section of
the study outlines some theories of language and writing
from the time of Augustine to the 14th century in an atternpt
to delineate the literary theory contemporaneous with, and,
perhaps, known to, Chaucer.
Before ï begín, hotrever, I must explain the word
Itcontemporary.rr Literary theory in Chaucerts tine, âs in any
other, is a product of the theories that preceded it. It is
probable that Chaucer $ras aware of the theories of writing
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and language that $rere extant during his tj-me'", and he

may

have been aware of some of the earlier theorists. However,

his direct knowledge of the auctores like A,ugustine is
difficutt to establish definitively and may not be relevant
to his knowledge of contemporary theoríes except in the way
in which the work of the auctores influenced the development
of those theories'". As phillip pulsiano says:
Àlthough Chaucer nowhere directly addresses the
leading language theorists of his day, his poetry
reflects an intense awareness of the moral and
philosophical dirnensions of language, âil avTareness
which giave shape to his own developing poetics.
(153)

is the theory that Chaucer could have known and
perhaps considered as he wrote. A.J. Minnis says:
Chaucer often reacted against the literary theory
of his day or exploited it in a very unusual rÀray;

My concern

1a

It is necessary to use the word rrprobablerr in this
context because I believe that, although Chaucer Ì/,¡as
doubtl-ess1y well-read, there is a high degree of uncertainty
about what he did or did not read. Kittredge's remark that,
in the late-fourteenth century, rrthe man of intel-lect read
everything he could Iay his hands on; he did not confine his
interests to his specialty, even if he had onert (9), is an
intriguing idea but essentially unsupportable in its
applicabifity to Chaucer"
" Minnis, Scott, and hlallace and also Minnis alone
examine the medieval commentary-tradition as a source of
knowledge of the auctores and which they refer to as |tthe
most fundamental and important fbranch of medieval literary
theoryl of them all within the medieval educational system,
and one which has a lot to say about a far wider rangè of
literary matters than those which fall withín the terms of
reference of the pragrmatic and prescriptive tartsrrr (Minnis,
Scott, and hlallace l_).
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until vte understand t¡/hat that literary theory
his extensive rrdefamiliarization,, (notably of

Ì^ras;

literary convention and of genre) cannot be
appreciated until we know what was rfamiriar,r to
hirn and what was not. ("Comparativerr 54)
Minnis, scott, and !{ar-lace begin their study with the
assertion that l-ate-medievar riterary theory acknowredges
the teleorogical nature of writing, that the text is created
for a specific purpose. fn this regard, it is
concerned with profit rather than with deright as
such and assumes that reason is a God-given

faculty which should operate to bring the
individual into rine with the great divine plan.
Hence, all that is written is, in the final
anarysis, written for our doctrine (to echo Rom.
LSz ) i more specifically, to make us better
Christians. (ix)
Medieval theorists saw l-iterature as a way to enlightenment,
as a method of delivering the human sufferer from an
otherwise potentialry miserabre existence. Therefore, in
terms of the purpose of writing, medieval theories of
literature have less in common with New criÈicism and are
closer to
the ideologicarly based and philosophically
patterned types of rrNer,rr New críticism'r whích are
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currently [1-988] in vogue; in particular, with
formalism, structuralisrn, semiotics, and
reception-theory, and especialty with those
approaches which have a sharply defined teleology,
such as feminist criticism, and political
criticisrn of whatever persuasion. (ix)
.According to the authors, modern literary theories
share a common interest with those of the late-middle ages,
and, ín the remainder of this chapter, I will exarnine some
literary theories which could have had a formative effect on
Chaucer's literary milieu. I then witl atternpt to form some
connections between his work and the ideas expressed in
those theories whil-e making some comparisons between Iate
14th century literary principles and the speculations of
Derrida and Scholes. The discussion will, of necessity, take
on a rather historical perspective in tracing the
progression (not always chronological) of literary thought
from the early to the late-middle ages; however, the focus
will always be on literature and the theory that surrounds
itto.

St. Augustine of Hippo (354-430) contemplated the
relationship of signs and meaning as it pertained to
religious knowledge and the study of Scripture. Ernst R.
'o Robert o. Payne takes a ner¡¡ historical approach to
Chaucer but stresses the importance of seeing what is there
rather than what we want to see: rrThe first thing we must do
to provide a more positive historical criticisrn is to make
it a search, however risky and imperfect, for what can be
discovered in the past, whether or not we think it ought to
be therer'

(

L87 ) .
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curtius acknowredges the irnportance of Augustine to
theologians and schorars when he says in his semj-nar study
European Literature and the Latin IIiddIe Ages:
IAugustine writes that] Everything in the Bib1e
which is not directly concerned with faith and.
moral-s has a hidden meaning. In this he follows

the precedent not only of late antique Homeric and
Virgilian allegoresis but also of the Biblical
allegoresis which had been accepted since Origen.
He adds support to it by the idea that an effort

to unravel the hidden meaning is a wholesome and
enjoyable intellectuat activity. .
tHlis
theory became a permanent possession of the Middle
Ages. (24)
The idea that uncovering the tthidden meaning, of scripture
courd be an intellectual pursuit rather than simply an
exercise in devotion had positive repercussions on the
secular scholars of the l-ater-middle ages. According to
Peggy Ä, Knapp:

Augustine focused early Christian thought and
transformed a potpourri of sometimes unconnected,
even contradictory, stories into a body of

doctrine. He did so not primarily by asserting
what the Bible meant but by asserting how it
conveyed its meaning. (rrWandrynger, 1,46, emphasis
in original)
Augustine developed his theory of signs from the
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classical works of P1ato, Aristotle, and Cicero. He believed
that rran erroneous conception of reality can hinder a person
from acting rightly" (Colish 31) and he tried to show that
rrlanguage is the means by which human beings can move beyond
the linits of their understanding and toward the unmediated
vision of Godrr (Sturges 6) and, therefore, Truth. Words hrere
capable of conveying truth because their meaning was
guaranteed by the Incarnation: Thoughts are changed into
words but not transformed by the change; the ideas remain
whole and understood as expressed". Knapp explains that
ItJesus, unchanged in substance by his emergence into the
time-bound world, is, âs the Word, a figure of truth
unchanged as it assumes changíng expression in human
languagerr (rrWandryngerr 146-7). The Word is the Togos on
which aII meaning in language is certified.
This guarantee of certitude does not mean that all
words will be understood perfectly. Às Augustíne says ín On
Christian Doctrine¡
There are two reasons why things written are not
understood: they are obscured by unknown or by
ambiguous signs. For signs are either Iíterat or
figurative. They are called literal when they are
used to designate those things on account of which
2r rrBut' our thought is not transformed into sounds; it
remains entire in itself and assumes the form of words by

of which it rnay reach the ears without suffering any
deterioration in iLself. In the same way the Word of God was
made flesh without change that He rnight dwell among ustt
(Augustine OCD L.1,3.12. Cited also in Knapp, trWandryngett
means

1,46) .
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Figurative signs occur
they were instituted;
when that thing whÍch we designate by a literal
sign is used to signify something else
(2.1-0.1-5)

Things do not need interpretation and they do not stand for

anything else. Signs need no interpretation when they refer
only to things, but the sign can be misunderstood when it
acquires a metaphoric significance, and, therefore' needs a
correct interpretation. Beeause of the ambiguous nature of
the sign, Àugustine attempted to establish a system of

interpretation whereby the Word of God could be understood
by Christíans; that is, he saw the need to express the
ineffable in terms of language that could be understood, a
language which was not equal to the task".
According to R. Howard Bloch, the idea that language is
Itan essentially flawed, irrecuperable mediumtt in need of
ínterpretation can be seen
in Augustine's formul-ation of an exegetical
philology (ín the De doctrina Chístíana) according
to which the exegete, ItArmed with the science of
Ianguagesrft undertakes to restore the dininutions
of sense inplicit to Biblical translation. Such a
project is also associated with Àugustine's vision
of history in which naming, reproduction,
understanding, and preaching are bound within

an

='Augustine believed that human language could never

fully express God to humans because rrGod always transcends
anything that men think or say about Himrf (Colish 343).
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essentially verbal episternology based upon Lhe
mediatory power of signs. (21,3)
Although signs, guaranteed by the Incarnation, have the
power to mediate between the object and the perceiver of
that object, between the speaker and the listener,
interpretation is required (ttthere is no unmediated access
to the text, âDy text, which, because of the degraded nature
of verbal signs, requires interpretation or glloss, tt Bloch
21-5)

.

As Bloch's statements suggest, Augustine's doctrine
does not insist on the one true meaning of a sign; in fact,

he freely allows for the possibility that Scripture can and
does contain a multiplicity

of meaníngs. Augustine says:
When, however, from a single passagie in the
Scripture not one but two or more meaningis are
elicited, even if what he who wrote the passage
intended remains hidden, there is no danger if any
of the meanings may be seen to be congruous with
the truth taught in other passages of the Holy
Scriptures.
. For what could God have more
generously and abundantly provided in the divine
writings than that the same words rnight be
understood in various hrays which other no less
divine witnesses approve? (OCD 3.27.38)
Às Sturges says, rrall possible meanings are to be held
equally admissible, as long as they conform to Christian
doctrine: even if they cannot have been intended by the
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passage's human author, its ultimate author, God, can

inspire the interpreter as he inspired the human authorrl
(7). Àugustine's ideas display some sinilarities to the
theories of Derrida and Scholes although, adrnittedly,
A,ugustine is writing for a very different purpose. Derrida
would see the correlation between word and thing as
irnpossible due to the action of difféTance and dissemination
on languagei for him, objective reality cannot exisÈ.
Scholes has written that we, as readers, cannot make just
any meaning out of the text; however rr$le are free to find it

by following the various semantic, syntactic, and pragmatic
paths that lead away from the words of the texttt (Semioties

30). Scholes maj-ntains that, by applying such interpretive
codes to the texÈ, the reader can connect any meanings that
fit: that is, any meanings that are rrcongruous with the
truth taught in other passagesrr or texts. Änd, like Scholes
or Derrida, Augustine disregards the hurnan author's
intention for the meaning of the passage; for hin, the human
author was simply recording the words of the Divine Author.
Marcia L. Colish considers Augusti-ne's recognition of
the difficulty of transmitting meaning through language as
one of his significant concepts:
[H]e fused a classical conception of words, both
literal and figurative, âs the authentic, sensible
signs of knowable realities, with the Christian
belief that language, redeemed through the
fncarnation, was both a necessary and an
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inadequate means to the knowledge of God. (81)

Augustine articulated the necessity of spreading the Word of

while knowing that language, without
interpretation, r¡ras incapable of doing what he required of
it. Schotes and Derrida grapple with simílar issues in their
endeavour to locate meaning in texts while admitting that
meaning can never be finally determined. But, like
Augustine, Derrida and Scholes regard the attempt to reach
an understanding of the text as the essence of reading, íts
goal. R. Howard Bloch says in this regard:
Augustine's ideal moment, which remains
indistinguishable from the sacrament itsel-f, is a
convergience of the form of knowledge with its
object, a recuperation of the names which are the
I'images of things.t' (2L4)
Augustine's influence on the nedieval conception of the
sign is indisputable; however, other auctores had an effect
on literary theory and on the way in which artists performed
theír craft". For example, Macrobíus's Commentary on the
Dream of Scipio'o $ras a
seminal description of the fabulous narrative
(narratio fabuTosa) r wherein a decent and
dignified conceptíon of holy truths, with
God through language

" Appendix one is a sunmary of the effects of
Scholaticism and the work of some rhetoricians on literary
theory.
'o cicero's Somnium Scipionis was not known in the
middle ages (Mi1ler 96)¡ however, Macrobius's commentary
Cicero was widely read.

on
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respectable events and characters, is presented
beneath a modest veil of allegory" Thís, Macrobius
had declared, is the only type of fable with which

philosophers should be concerned. (Minnis, et.

aI. l-1-8 )
Allegory, âs a means of literary expression, hras also
evident in Boethiusts Consolation of PhiTosophy, which
Robert P.'Miller caIls |tthe most important philosophical
treatise of the Midd1e Ages,rt (289); Ernst R. Curtius refers
to the ConsoTation as rfa basic book for the entire Middle
Agesff (2O9)

.

his theory of signs in terms of
rhetoric and the proper expression of the word, and Boethius
demonstrated the utility of allegory in his writing, Anselm
of Canterbury (d.1-l-09) expanded sign theory to the study of
grammar and rrthe conscientious and faithful definition of
the Wordtt (Co1ish 85). Anselm believed that signs rrmust be
energized by the action of God in the nind of the knower in
order for them to conduce to the knowledge of their
significatarr (Colish 84). Curtius cal1s him rrthe firsL
original thinker of the Middle Àgesr! (590) and Dante places
him in Paradise among the great rninds of the church (Para
XII.L37). For my purposes, Ànselrn's importance is his notion
that, although meaning is a direct result of God's
intervention, meaning and truth are judged on the basis of
prior knowledge in the mind of the observer of signs. This
idea coincides in its basic premise with the concept of
Where Àugustíne forned
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centrifugal reading as expounded by Scholes and Derrida
where the reader understands by applying all prior knowledge
available to hirn/her to the text.
Like Anse1m, Hugh of St. Victor used Augustine,s work
as a basis for his own speculations'u, laying out his
allegorical method of reading Scripture in the DídascaTion
(c.1120), a work that was used as an educational textbook
for centuries (Mil1er 58). Hugh enphasized the allegorical
or spiritual reading of a text over the literal: the
spiritual is rrthe level of singular, authoritative truth'!
whereas the Iiteral sense r¡ras indeterminate and allowed
rf opposed
interpretationstt ( Sturges 14 ) . Minnis says that
this emphasis on the spiritual tthelped to bring about a ne$t
a$rareness of the íntegrity of the individual human auctor.
Henceforth each and every inspired wriÈer would be given
credit for his personal literary contributiontr (MedievaL
84). One of Hugh's contributions to the theory of
interpretation for my purposes is hís division of the
reading of a text into letter, sense, and sentence
(sententia): the letter is the grammatical construction; the
sense is the surface meaning; the sentence is the ulterior
meaning in the text uncovered by i-nterpretation. Hugh echoes
Àugust,ine's belief in the multiplicity of meanings in a
text:
tifl we read some of the Divine Writings and find
'u Mi1ler says that Hugh is referred to as the |tSecond
Augustinerr (58) and Dante places him in Paradise with Anselm
(xrr.133 ) .
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then susceptj-ble, in sound faith, to many
different meanings, let us not plunge ourselves
into headlong assertion of any one of these
meanings, so that if the truth is perhaps more
carefully opened up and destroys that meaning, wê
are not overthrown. (Mil1er 61--2, Minnis et. al.
86)

Scripture can contain any number of meanings and the reader
must not be too quick to embrace any one. rrsentencerr thus
becomes a quality on which to measure a text.
Thomas Aquinas, in the l-3th-century, incorporates a
different defínition of 'rsensert in his writings than does
Hugh of St. Victor. Aquinas reinterpreted the sign theory,of
Augustine in terms of his own belief in ttthe foundation of
knowledge on sensetr (Pe1lerey 89), that is, on physical
sense. Marcía L. Col-ish says 'rlÀquinasl is fascinated above
all by the conception of the Word, by the atternpt to
understand how the knowledge of God enters the human mindrl
(L62). He believed that all knowledge begíns with the five
senses'" which, by ttimmutatio spirítualis
[receive] a
preci-se impression or image of the sensible qualíties [of an
objectl
This impression constitutes a completely valid
and true sign of the object'r (Pellerey 87). The data is
transferred to the internal senses: first, to the rrser?sus
'" Àquinas says, in Summa TheoTogíea, ItIt is natural
for man to reach intellectual things by means of sensible
things, because aIl our knowledge originates in sensationft
(Minnis, êt. al. 239).
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it is combined and sent to the other three
senses, the imaginatio, or phantasy; the memoria, or memory;
and, the aestimativa or cogitativa, cognitive sense. of the
three, the inaginatio is the rnost significant for it is
there that the sense data becomes a rrphantasm . an
abstract and immaterial entity which reproduces perfectly
the sensible entities and the qualities of the individual
objects" (89). Phantasms are the perfect sign, coínciding
completely with that which they represent"
The intellect now takes over from the senses: by the
process of ttconversio ad phantasmata,rr the Itagent intellecttr
cornpletes the task of |treceiving the phantasms from the
sense, and performing an abstraction of then--to abstract
from them the species of the object, but in imrnaterial and
universal formrr (92). It is the rfpossible intellecttr that
tref fects the subsequent cognitive actstr ( 93 ) . The f inal
stage of this internalizing process is the acquisition of
communisrr t^there

knowledge:

That which is the universal nature of things, and
is the final object of knowledge Thomas properly

. The quiddity
caIls the guidditas of things.
is communicated to the possible intellect as the
content of the intelligible species by the agenÈ
(95)
intellect.
Aqui-nas's use of logic to prove the existence of God is
significant for my purposes because he founds his study in
the physical senses, while still sharing his view of
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signification with Augustine"" Like Augustine, Aquinas
believed that expressing God completely in languagie was
inpossible. He says, in Summa TheoTogica,
. likenesses drawn from those things which are
furthest removed from God give us a truer
esÈimation of God, showing that He is far above
any words or thought we may use to describe Him.
(Minnis et. al. 24O)
And, regarding the multiplicity of meaning in Scripture:
. the fact that there is more than one meaning
does not create arnbiguity or any kind of rnixture
of meanings. For as we have said above, those
meanings are many, not because one word has many
meanings but because the actual things signified
by the words can be signs of other things.
(Minnis et. aI. 242)
The concepts of Aquinas are also significant because of
the influence they exerted on theological writers in
Chaucer's tíme. According to Janet Coleman:
Fourteenth-century theology naturally gre$r out of
'" While Augustine focused his attention on Holy
Scripture, John Scotus Erigena, in the 9th-century, wrote
about God's other Great Book, the book of Nature. He
proposed, following St.Pau1, that every visible sign is a
sign of God's ttinvisibiTiatt and was therefore an accessible
way to understanding God through the human senses (Sturges
8). The significance of Erigena's theory is that the natural
world, âs a visible example of God's workíngs, could be
considered an object of study by theologians: rrthe created
universe becomes a language, a code that can be interpreted
by Christiansrr (Sturges 9).
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the thirteenth-century scholastic synthesis
provided by Thonas Àquinas, whose use of Aristotle
and the Arabic commentaries on Aristotlers works
a.ltered the scope of what theology as a scientific
study was seen as capable of achieving" (235)2'
Judson B. ÀIIen refers to these fourteenth-century
theologians who rârere inf luenced by Aquinas as 'crassic izíng
friarsrt'" (4), and he names Robert Holkot, John Lathbury,
Ringstead, John Ridewa1l, John Bromyard., Thomas
wareys, and Nicholas Trevet among them. rt is possible that
the friarsr âs near contemporaries of chaucer, may have also
had an effect on his work; for, while it is too speculative
Thomas

a proposition to assume that chaucer knew directly the
writing of the theorists díscussed above, there is evidence
that he was familiar with certain of the writers named by
ÀIIen. As A.J. Minnis says: tWe now know that Chaucer
consulted schorastíc commentaries, compirations, and fable
colrectionsrr written by Robert Holkot, Nicholas Trevet,
2a Àristotlets Itsystern of causesrf (Minnis,
rrComparativert 55) proved an effective method for
interpretation in commentaries on authorities, a conmon
source of inforrnation for schorars. The causa efficiens \Aras
the author and the position he took on the work; the causa
matería7is was the source or sources from whích the author
conpiled his informaÈion; the causa formalis was ,the
pattern imposed by the auctor on his materialsr (Minnis,
rrcomparativett 56) and included both style and structure;
and, the causa finaris $ras the writerrs reason for writing,
his objective for the work.
2e The term rrclassicizing friarsfr comes from Beryl
Snalley ín EngTìsh Frìars and Antiquity in the Early
Fourteenth century. oxford: Basil Blackwelr, l-960 6Árten 4
and

1-71) .
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vincent of Beauvais, John of wales, the ovide morafìsé, and
Pierre Bersuire ( ttComparativeil 59 ) .
According to A1len, the tclassicízíng fríarsrr were the
most important practitioners of riterary theory in the early
fourteenth cenÈury. These friars $rere prinariry academics
who taught exegesis and preaching and appried traditional
techniques of reading scripture to secular literature. As
Allen says:
they applied to the fict,ions of the classical
poets, which they retold and quoted in their
religious writings with great frequency and
obvious delight, the atlegorical method of
interpretation that they used for scripture. (4)
Because they were rrinfruential preachers, and teachers of
preachers, and therefore

involved in one of the crucial
areas through which i-earning shaped the popular mind" (6),
the friars lvere in a posit,ion to exert. some influence on
contemporary writers also. Their effect was noticeable in
the developrnent of the spiritual sense of fiction which
T¡rere

Allen claims is
a natural and almost inevitable result of the
growing irnportance and popularity of preaching and
of the attendant pressures to produce attractive
and effective material for sermons. (43)
rn the effort to make more interesting and inforrnative
sermons, the friars incorporated fiction and allegorized it
for the lessons it could providei the result was that the
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spirítuaI sense of literature became evident and a
legitirnate object of study. Literature courd contain its own
form of truth and therefore have intrinsic value:
The spiritual sense can thus be derived from any
text which is true, or which has the shape and
appearance of truth, oF which is taken for truth
for some reason. The spiritual sense of fiction is
possible only when truth and fiction look much
alike, and when the writer or reader is not
inclined to worry overmuch about which is which.
(64)
The rrcl-assicizing friarstt came at the end of a rong rine of
theorists and are a product of the theories of writing and
language that evolved before thern. chaucer hras directly

familíar with some of the friarst writing, at least
according to Minnis; that he felt the influence of their
work is at least possible. Tndeed, Àllenrs statement that
the spiritual sense could be found in any text that ,has the
shape and appearance of trutht seems to describe much of
Chaucer's corpus, especialJ-y The Canterbury Tales.
one other figure shou]d be mentioned in this discussion
of late-fourteenth century theories of language and meaning:
the Nominarist phitosopher, wil-riarn of ockham (c. 1,28s-j-347)
berieved in the singularity and individuarity of human
beings. He theorized that, ttls]ince God is separate from
hurnanity, human knowledge of God is severly [sic] linited'
(sturges 27). rt follows that, if humans are rrradicarly
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individual beings separate from all othersrr (27), then they
cannot know each other any more than they can know God.
Ockham wrote extensively about language and signs in the
Summa Logicae, which Piero Boitani calls rra purely logical
analysis of language as a self-contained system of siginsil
(Boitani, rrl,abyrínthtt 2L4). One of Ockham's most significant
propositions, ât least for my concerns, is that humans can
know God's works in nature through the orderly and
predictable principle of potentia ordinata, ordained power.
However, God also has the rfabsolute powertl
(potentia absoluta) to intervene directly in the
created universe. He can, for example, transcend
natural law and cause a perception of something
that does not exi-st. (Sturges 27-B)'"
Ockham thereby ca1Is into question the possibility of
knowing anything with certainty, an idea that appears in the
works of many writers medieval and modern, and, as my thesis
claims, in the corpus of Geoffrey Chaucer.
I believe that Chaucer was well ar^rare of the Íllusive
nature of generating meaning through language, âs an
examination of his work shows. Medieval theories of
Iiterature originating from Augusti-ners sign theory, Ieading
up to the writings of the |tclassicizing friarsrr and ockhamts
'o Janet Coleman writes: ItThe potentia absoluta ensured
God's freedom in aII things, Do matter what He may have
promised to man in the O1d and New Testament covenants. The
potentia ordinata was that relative pohrer God had Hirnsel-f
linited by entering into a covenant with man whereby
sarvation rÂras promised to those who fulfilted their part of
the covenantrr (236).
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theories of the inpossibility of knowing anything with
certainty bear strong resemblances to modern literary
theories, like those of Scholes and Derrida. In the
following two chapters, I will examine the trPrioress's Tale'l
and theItsecond Nun's Taletr by applying some of the ideas of
the two modern critics.
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CHAPTER TWO

The rrPrioressts Talerl
1-. Introduction

In his book The Canterbury TaLes, Derek Pearsall
separates the tales into four groups for purposes of
convenient examination: Portraits, Romances, Comic Tales and
Fables, and Religious Tales. Those in the last group share
Itthe assertion or the irnplied assertion (in the Monk's Tale)
of Christian values as their essential motive and reason for
existencerr (244). Although other tales incorporate religious
themes and imagery, it is the Religious tales alone that
assume such a teleological and didactic function. Pearsall
further sub-divides the Religíous Ta1es into four groups:
the exemplary tales of Custance, Griselda, and Virginia; the
prose tales of Melibee and the Parson; the I'pointless
accountrt provided by the Monk; and rrthe most obviously
identifiablerr (244) as retigious tales, the rrPríoress's
Talerr and the rrSecond Nunts Tale.rt Pearsall contends
correctly that these tales are the most easily recognized in
part because they are generic examples of a miracle of the
virgin and a legend of a saint's lífe, respectively. As the
most rrobviously identif iablett of the Religious Tales, the
'assertion of Christian values' should be especially
conspicuous as the causa finaTís, the notivating force
behind the two Tales and, in fact, this seems to be the
case, However, to assert the primacy of any one 'value' over
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another, Christian or otherwise, necessitates the existence
of a frtranscendental sígnifiedrtt or 7ogos, o[ which to base
that 'valuer' a ttsignifiedtt which must be accepted
unquest.ionably as the rrinward rational principle fthat]
serves to control and take charge of outward material

thingstt (Harland L46). Jacques Derrida critiques any system
of thought that grounds itself on the ultimate Word: such a
word would require no interpretation nor would ít be subject
to misinterpretation because its meaning would be instantly
and completely present to i-ts users. Hov¡ever, for Derrida,
the effects of différance and dissemination create such
indeterninacy in language that the rrtranscendental
signifiedtt cannot possibly exist, and, therefore, the
privileging of one 'value' over another is sirnply the
mistaken product of a logocentric belief system common to
western rnetaphysics. The logos ís seen as a fiction, a
creation of the system rather than the foundation which
substantiates that system. As I will- demonstrate, the
narrator of the rrPrioress's Ta1err seems to ground her tale
on just such a trtranscendental signified.rt
Pearsall further points out that, because the Tales are
so rrobviously identifiablerrr modern critics usually read
them in limited hrays: dramatically in terms of the
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characters' personalities', or as rrironically flawed
accounts of what they $rere hitherto thought to be accounts
off' (246), a practice he disdains as a substitution of one
kind of simplisti-c reading for another (246). However,
according to Pearsa1I, ironic readings have the positive
effect of focusing on rrcertain kinds of strain'r in the
narratives and are productive methods of examining the
Religious Tales. He is correct ín insísting that the reader
go beyond simple irony to confront some of the complexities
and arnbiguities in the Tales that cannot be explained
satisfactorily by reading those Ta1es ironically'. Like
Pearsall, Terry Eagleton sees the exposing of rrstrainsrr to
be an effective analytical nethod. Eagleton says that value
systerns depending on a Togos rtare commonly defined by what
they excluderr (1-32) and the oppositions that they create in
this exclusionary process often rrneed to banish to the
text's margins certain niggling details which can be made to
return and plague them. .
fthe oppositions] come to
'An exampl-e of a dramatic readíng at its extreme, I
believe, is R.M. Lumiansky's Of Sondry FoIk where the author
bases a reading of the ?aLes on the proposítion that
ftChaucer suits the tale and the teTTertt (7 , italics in
oríginaI). The author also includes sketches of the pilgríms
as if to provide graphic proof of their existence and make
the character more real to the reader.
' E. Talbot Donaldson makes an interesting comment on
the traditional method of looking at the Prioress and the
TaIe: trThe mere critic performs his etymological function by
taking the Prioress apart and clumsily separating her good
parts from her bad; but the poet's funcÈion ís to build her
íncongruous and inharmonious parts into an inseparable whole
which is inf initely greater than its partsrr ( l-i--2 ) .
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embarrass their own ruling systems of logictt (1-33).

Fol-lowing Pearsall's and Eagleton's direction, f will

focus on those rrstrainsrr and I'niggling detailstt in the
rrPrioress's Talerr that expose the complexities and

anbiguities inherent in the Tale and that thereby question
the logocentric belief system supporting the narrator's
rrassertion of Christian values. rr lrihen the basis for these
Itvaluesrr j-s shown to be suspect, the Tale,s logocentrism
appears to subvert itself leading, as H. Marshall Leícester,
Jr. says, to
a general critique of all signifying systems,
including social and religious institutions and
language itself--the whole catalogue of
logocentric, or meaning-centered, assumptions.
(Différance L7)
Because the TaIe is, of necessity, transmitted through the
language enployed in its te1ling, these rfstrainsrr and
Itniggling details" can be detected not only in the language
of the Tale but also in the narrative events. By reading the
Tale in the centrifugal manner suggested by Robert Scholes,
allowing for the free play of language to make connections
as the reader's textual syst.em of reference witl perrnit, the
oppositions that support the narrator,s logocentric beliefs
can be shown to collapse and trembarrass their own ruling
systems of logic. tt
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2. Logocentrism and the ItPrioressts Talett
In the Prologue, the prioress shows her betief in the
rrtranscendental signifiedtt that is the virgin Mary and the
ttChristian valuesrr embodied in her, but the prioressrs
belief may be based on a misunderstanding of the Bible"
Madame Eglant.ine declares that she tells her tale r¡ín lauderl
(460) of the Blessed Virgin Mary:
For she hirself is honour and the roote
Of bountee, next hir Sone, and soules boote.
(

465-6

)

In the Prioress's system of belief, Mary and the ttChristian
valuesrr she represents are the Togos on which the Tale
depends for its stable transmission of meaning; she is not
only the rrrooterr that emanates from God and the soulrs
salvation, she is also the guide to Christ her Son; she is
the way to the Word:
For somtyilê, Lady, êT men praye to thee,
Thou goost biforn of thy benyngnytee,
Ànd getest us the lyght, of thy preyere,
To gyden us unto thy Sone so deere. (427-BO)
The gospel of John says that Christ ís the Word'made
manifest by the Tncarnation:
f n the beginning r¡ras the Word, and the lVord was
' Peggy À. Knapp says, rrFor Augustine, the word is
urtimately guaranteed by the word made fresh, christ, who is
lrlisdom. For Derrida, the word is not guaranteed at all; it
is part of a system in which its signiricance is marked only
by its dífference from other signs, and therefore
continually in playtt ( ItDeconstructing" 73) .
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r^rith God, and the lrlord was God. (John 1.1)
And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us,

(and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only

begotten of the Father,) fuIl of grrace and truth.
(

John 1- . 1-4 )

But the words of the poem may be construed to suggest that
the Prioress has not fully understood the biblical verse,
believing that Godts sapience $ras conceived in Mary rather
than in her Son:
That ravyshedest doun fro the Deitee,
Thurgh thyn humblesse, the Goost that in
th'alighte,
Of whos vertu, whan he thyn herte lighte,

the Fadres sapience,
HeIp me to telle it in thy reverence! (469-73)
Alfred David says in regard to the narrator's putative
Conceyved was

misreading:

. one

may question

the depth of her
understanding of the syrnbolism she is using. For
her the rrwhite lily flowertt and the burning bush
are beautiful in themselves. .
But does she
grasp what is meant by the fact that through the
HoIy Spirit, Mary conceived, as the Prioress says,
the Father's 'sapience', that is, the incarnation
of the logos? (Strumpet 2l-0)
The narrator telLs her tale with the assurance that Èhe
Virgin Mary and the ideals she represents impart the
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stability the TaIe needs to be understood. Chaucer's choice
of syntax, horarever, indicates that the Prioress may be
misinterpreting or overestinating the role of Mary in the
Incarnation. Her possible misunderstanding destabilizes the
reader's view of the Togos on which both her belief and her
TaIe are based.
Two events in the Tale seem to conÈradíct what the
laudatory language of the Prologue suggests: although Mary
eventually takes the Iittle clergeon to heaven, she was
unabler or chose not, to protect her devout littte follower
fron the evil Jews as he sangi the ÄJ.ma Redemptoris. Ànd,
later in the Ta1e, Mary displays an apparent lack of concern
for the suffering of the boy's mother over the disappearance
of her son. As Judith Ferster points out:
the Virgin Mary does not take much care of the
litt1e clergeon's mother, who was the source of
the boy's devotion to Mary. After the boy's
disappearance the mother is allowed to suffer and
beg Mary's aid for almost three fulI stanzas
before Christ te1ls her where to find her son
(VII.5B6-606 ) " ( rrPraiserr l-58, emphasis in
original )
While the narrator's stated íntention is to praÍse the
Virgin, the language and the action of the TaIe undermíne
her purpose by raising a contrasting point of view: Mary is
the rrroote of bounteerr but also a contributor to extreme
anguish in her devotees. While it could be argued that the
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boy's suffering is part of his road to salvation and everlasting life and, therefore, part of the miracle intrinsic
to the genre, it remains wíth the reader to deterrnine the
reason for his torment; and it seems unlikely that the
distress experienced by his nother with no relief offered by
the Virgin contributes positively to the story of the
miracle. The Togos of the Prioress appears grounded in
contradiction, and the double meanj-ng created by the
language and action of the Tale undermines the narrator's
intended praJ-se.

That language and the meaning of language are important
issues in the Tale is made obvious by the narrator's
necessary atternpt to use words t.o praise Mary even though,
as the Prioress says, ttlt]her may no tonge expresse in no
sciencett (476) the Virgín's greatness. In the Tal-e, one
incident in particular exenplifies the problematic
relationship of language and meaning: overhearing the AIma
redemptoris sung by his older classmates, the Iittle
clergeon learns by rote to sing the song. However, he does
not know what the Latin words mean. He hears the other
children singing the song and memorizeso the words without
attaching any meaning to them other than that the song is
intended to praise the Virgin. He
. herkned ay the wordes and the noote,
TiI he the firste vers koude at by rote.
o For

a discussion of the technique of memorization in
the Middle Ages see Beryl Rowland, ItBishop Bradwardine, the
Artificial Memory, and the House of Fame.tl
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Noght wiste he what this Latyn was to seye (52I-

3).
The clergeon begs his older rrfelawert to interpret the Latin
into a r'langagen (526) he can understand, but the friend is

no helpi he too does not understand what he is singing:

I kan namoore expounde in this mateere.
f lerne song; I kan but smal grammeere (535-6).
Were it simply a matter of schoolboys memorizing their
lessons, this incident would not be of any great
significancei but here it is far more than just a comment on
the merit of memorization. Chaucer presents the boy's use of
language as the reason for his murder: some Jews are
offended by the boy's song and have him kiIled. Language, in
the I'Prioress's Tale,rr is literally a matter of life and
death. For the little boy, meaning is never connected to the
Latin words that he sings but those words initiate the
events that lead to his death. Vthile the Prioress cannot
find words to express adequately the rrmeaningrr of the Virgin
Mary, the clergeon cannot find meaning for his words.
The inadequacy of language to express the ineffable is
neither an original discovery of the narrator nor of
Chaucer, as the first chapter of this study demonstrates.
Àugustine faced the problem and sought to find a way to
express in words what could not be comprehended. That, also,
is what the narrator of the rrPrioress's Taletr attempts to
do: express the ineffable truth about the Virgin in a
language that is incapable of adequately perforrning the
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task" She says:
Lady, thy bountee, thy magnificence,
Thy vertu and thy grete humylitee

Ther may no tonge expresse in no science;
l¿V

konning is so wayk, O blisful

Queene,

For to declare thy grete worthynesse

That I ne may the weighte nat susteene ¡
481-3

(474-6,

)

Fritz says that this rrtopos of the
'inexpre==i51"rtts (L66) is ttanchored in the Christian
concept of divine reality and the rneans of knowing and
speaking about that reality'r (1-68), and, as such, "reflects
a long tradition of Christian poets and theologianstt (1,79).
The difficulty or, as Derrida would rnainÈain, the
impossibilíty of accurately communicating an experience or
concept that is so overhrhelming that describing it
adequately transcends both the capacity of language and the
speaker's ability to use language is a problem that the
narrator must overcome in order t,o express her faith in the
Virgin Mary. Fritz contends that Chaucer has the Prioress
adopt a position of inadequacy in her ability to communicate
to illustrate that the narrow scope of language cannot
signify all things, that to express the ineffable requires a
kind of rrwordless wisdom. The ineffable takes shape in the
Dona1d W.

ff

u As

f mentioned in Chapter One, the term
inexpressibility topostt is Ernst Robert Curtiusrs (L59-62).
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language of figures, images or simuTacra, the only language

which the Fathers of the Church conceived of as a means of
speaking about the ineffable" (178).

Writing about the Prioressrs search for a meÈhod of
expressing the ineffable, Louise O. Fradenburg says:
The desire of the Prioress,s TaIe is for a
language that erases the difference between word
and thing, for a language that, in effect, escapes
the differences of symbolicity. (94)
However, Fradenburg is incorrect in her assessment because
the Prioress is clearly not erasìngtrthe difference between
word and thingtt but usjng the ttthingtt to express the rrhrord.It
The Tale will deliver the message that her words cannot
through a kind of rrwordless wisdom. tt In describing the
relationship between word and thing, Terry Eagleton says: rA
text rnay'shor¡r'us something about the nature of meaning and
signification which it is not abte to formulate as a
propositionrrr but such language |tis always threatening to
outrun and escape the sense which tries to contain it[
(l-34). Although the itwordless wisdomrr of |tfigures, imagies or
simulacratt may be the only way of expressing what cannot be
expressed through ordinary languâgê, they are still_ signs,
and as signs are subject to the continual play of meaning
inherent in any language". Fritz is accurate in declaring
" Julia Kristeva sees the late Middle Ages as a perj_od
the sign replaced that based on the
symbol. .
these elements (synbots) refer back to one (or
several) unrepresentable and unknowable universal
transcendence(s) ; univocal connections link these

when rrthought based on
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that the Truth the TaIe attempts to convey about the Blessed
Virgin Mary is, as the Prioress says, so far beyond the
capability of language and her command of that language that
she must resort to trwordless wisdomrt in order to'shohrt her
listeners what she means.'However, as Derrida demonstrates,
any form of communication, including that made up of
ftfi-gures, images or simulacrartt runs the risk of being
misinterpreted. Thus, the rrtoposrr of inexpressibility that
Chaucer manifests through the Prioress all-ows the
possibilÍty that her intended meaning will rrescape the sense
which tries to contain it. rl
Scholes's concept of |tcentrifugaltr reading is an
effective method of showing how the language of the Tale
'escapes' the sense that the narrator is attempting to
transcendences to the units evoking them; the symbol does
not 'resemble' the object it synbolízes; the two spaces
(spnbolized-symbolizer) are separate and do not communicate.
. the symbol's function (its ideologeme) antedates the
syrnbolic utterance itself. .
The transcendental unity
supporting the syrnbol--its otherworldly casing, its
transmitting focus--was put into questiontt (991-). In
contrast, rrthe sign refers back to entities both of lesser
scope and more concretized tl;.an those of the symbol. They
are reified universals become objects in the strongest sense
of the word.... The semiotic practice of the sign thus
assirnilates the metaphysics of the symbol and projects it
onto the 'immediately perceptible.' The 'immediately
perceptibler' valorized in this wäy, is then
transformed
into an objectivity--the reigning law of discourse in the
civilization of the signr' (992, emphasis in original).
' Roland Barthes says: rrWe must not forget that an
object is the best messenger of a world above that of
nature: one can easily see in an object at once a perfection
and an absence of origin, a closure and a brilliance, a
transformation of life into matter (natter is much more
magical than life), and in a word a siTence which belongs to
the realm of fairy-talesrr (I[ythoTogíes BB).
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convey. Any sign is subject to misunderstanding even if that
sign is intended to convey meaning figurativery through the
symbolism of the Tale. One of the symbols original to

chaucer's version of the Tare" is the rtgreynt that is praced
on the tongue of the little clergeon by the virgin." sherman
Hawkins, in his anatysis of the ttprioressrs Taleril says:

It would seem, then, that the rgreynil is the word
of God. .
In the mouth of a child who has just
completed infancy, who begins to speak with
understanding, the Virgrin places the lr]ord, and
thus perfects his praise. (61_7-8)
Hawkins claims that chaucer uses the tgreynfr to represent
the simulacrum that will express the ineffable. I agree;
however, I also cont.end that, by following the image of the
rrgreynrr through a process of rrdisseminationrt and centrifugar
reading, the simuTacrum appears probtematic. The rgreynrt
becomes one of Eagreton's ttniggling detairstt which returns
to plague the Tale and its logocentric system of belief.
The narrati-ve of the Tare directs the reader towards
" The Tale ís not original to Chaucer although certain
of the details he includes are of his own invention. chaucer
changes the age of the littre clergeon from ten to seven,
adds the character of the rrfelavrerr! (Bryan and Dempster
465), and uses the image of the greyn instead of a 1Íly, a
9êf,r or a stone (457-8).
" Sister Nicholas Maltrnan, O.p., offers a comprehensive
treatment of the grain as it is used in the sarum Breviary
of the Feast of the Holy rnnocents. she sees the grain as a
symbol of the separation of soul and body, where tthe soul
separated from the chaff is gathered into the divine
granaryrr (l-69). With any critic who would see no symbolic
function in the grain, she disagrees, rrespectfully, of
courserr (163).
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the trgreyntt that the Virgin Mary places in the l-ittle
clergeon's mouth (662). This narrowing of focus l-eads the
reader through a structural labyrinth from 'rthis large
world" in the second line of the rrProloguerr (454) to the
rrgreyn'r at the centre. The path leads through an array of
sites that decrease in size: r¡Asye, in a greet citee¡r (488),
fra Jewerye
. open at eyther enderr (489-94) , rran aleyerl
(568), tta pit
. a wardroberr (571,-2). As a negotiator of
the literary maze of the trPrioressts Talerrr the reader would
.be confused indeed not to notice that, by the last stanzas,
the Tale concentrates on the rrgreynrr in the child's mouth.
The word |tgreynrr is used four tirnes in the space of ten
lines (662-67L), and the repetition should announce the
potential significance of the irnage. Following the trace of
tfgreynff through Tatlock and Kennedy's Chaucer Concord.ance
reveals sixteen occurrences. Of these, all but five refer to
ttgreyntr as used in agriculture; of the f ive that refer to
the rtgreynrr as a seed or kernel, four are found in the ten
lines of the rrPrioress's Talerrand the other appears in the
ttMiller's Talerr where Àbsolon
. cheweth greyn and lycorys,
To s¡nellen sweete, er he hadde kenbed his heer
(

3690-l-)1o.

'o As mentioned above, the grain is unique to Chaucerts
version of the Ta1et at least one of his possible sources
uses a srnall flower (Bryan and Dempster 457-8) arid,
likewise, Absolon in rrThe Miller's Talerr uses a flower in
addition to the rrgreynrt to freshen his breath: rrUnder hj-s
tonge, a trewe-love he beerrt (3692).
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The ¡rgreynr¡ is used as something placed directly in the
mouth only in these two ta1es. The initial

connection

made

by exposing the coincidenÈ use of one image in both the
ffcherles tale'r (MilT 3L69) told by the Miller and the
rrobviously identifiablerr Religious Tale told by the Prioress
leads the reader to the discovery of other Iinks. By reading
the two tales centrifugally, allowing for the free-play of
signifiers to open other connections in the language and the
action of the tales, ne$r possibilities of meaning are

created. fn this case, by forning connections between two
tales that are in apparent opposition to each other in terms
of subject matter, language or events in one may be used to
question or undermine the implicit logocentricity of the
other.
Several of these connections can be made through
Absolon: the narrator often ref ers to the itparissh clerkrl

(MiIT 3312) as a sma1l child, using phrases sirnilar to those
found in the description of the little clergeon:
Yclad he was ful smal and proprely (3320)
A myrie chitd he was (3325)
He syngeth in his voys gentil and smal (3360)
The litt1e boy kneels before the statue of the Virgin to say
his .Ave l{aria (5O7-B) and Àbsolon rrdoun sette hym on his
kneesrr (3723) to kiss Allison. The clergeon says that, for
not learning his lessons, he rrshal be beten thries in an
hourerr (542)¡ and, after mis-kissing A1lison, Absolon svrears
revenge trÄnd $reep as dooth a child that is ybetett (3759) .
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The virginal little

boy and the clerk are motivated toward

different ends, however, and the írnage of the clergeon as a
simiTaerum of purity and devotion for the narrator may be
undercut for the reader by Èhe verbal echoes connectj-ng the
two characters. While the clergeon wants to show his love
for the Virgin Mary and is innocent in his intention,
Absolon desires a purely physical and adulterous love with
Al}ison, and is anything but innocent in his objective.
In addition to the links between the two characters,
there are other connections between the two tales through
Absolon. The Miller says that he played the role of Herod in
a mystery play (3385), and the Prioress laments, ttO cursed
folk of Herodes aI nevrerr (574). Chaucer names rrHerodrr only
three times in his entire corpus (Tatlock and Kennedy)".
AIso, infuriated after the 'kissr' the clerk has a change of
heart: he says, ttMy soule bitake I unto Sathanast' (3750),
the same rrsathanasfl that maintains his nest of wasps in the
hearts of the Jews according to the Prioress (558-9)".
Fina11y, in the rrGeneral Prologuet! (l-44-5), the narrator
says that the Prioress would Ì¡reep if she saw a mouse caught
in a trap; the Miller says that, upon first seeing Allison,
Absolon was smitten and
. if she hadde been a mous,
tt The trPardonerts Talertt 488.
" The mixed metaphor of a serpent and wasps may be
another representation of the narrator's dubious
understanding of the iconography and syrnbolism that she
USES.
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a cat, he wolde hire hente anon. (3346-7)
one other significant intertextual (or perhâPS,
intralextual) link between the two tales occurs in the
parody of the Annunciation and of Solomon's rrSong of Songsrl
that Beryt Rowland finds explicit in the ttMiller's Tale.rra3
Chaucer, Rowland claims, substitutes Nicholas for the angel
Gabriel and Allison for the Virgin Mary. In the parody of
And he

Solomon's rrsong of Songsrt (3698-3707), Absolon incorporates

lines from the Itsongrt in his attempt to seduce AIIison who
is already in bed with Nicholas. His reward is the
'misdirected kiss.' As Rowland says, here Absol-on is
ftcasting himself as the bridegroom (Christ and God) and
Alison as the bride (HoIy Virgin or Church)rt (rrChurltt 50).
She concludes:

Through the parody, the ephemeral world of trivial

lust and vulgar jest is set against the cosmic and
timeless background of divine ordinance. (rrChurltl
51)

Rowland's statement about the contrasts within the rrMiller's

lalert could be applied to the contrasts between the
rrMillertsrr and ttPrioress'srr Tales where Madame EglanÈinets
ttdivine ordinancerr is linked to the |tephemeral worldrr of the
Milter and undermined by the connection.
Absolon's intended proposal to his 'virgin Mary'
^A,l1ison quickly turns from a song of veneration to vengeance
13 rrChaucer's Blasphemous Churl: A New Interpretation
of the tMiller's Tale"r in Rowland, ed. (43-5s).
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as he fetches a hot iron with which to return her 'kiss"' It
appears that he and the Prioress share a common desire for
revenge: the would-be lover apparently has another rrdarker
side"'o (Tripp 2LL); Madame Eglantine, a devotee of the
Blessed Virgin Mary, has a rrdarker siderr too that requires
brutal revenge on the evil Jews who arranged the boyts
murder. Vühile a motivation for revenge may be expected in

the lecherous Absolon, such a characteristic seems
incongruous in a prioress who shows an affinity for dogs and
small- chil-dren, and that incongruity raises questions about
the depth and quality of her belief. She refers to Mary as
ttThis welle of mercy, Cristes mooder svteeterr (656), while
denying mercy to the Jews. Às Sherman Hawkins remarks, ttlt
may be asked why in a tale about mercy the Jews are so
unmercifully puníshedn (614, n48)15. While the Prioress
cl-aims to telI her tale in praise of the Virgin Mary and the
Christian ideal of Mercy, her apparent lack of the very
ideal she praises serves to destabilize her position. The
Virgin guides the littIe boy to heaven as a reward for his
devotion. However, the little boy probably would not have
been slain in the first place were it not for the very
mechanism of praise that the Prioress describes: some of the
'o Tripp says, rrThere is, thus, a darker side to
Àbsolon's dawn visit, and the heart of this darkness is the
savage survival of the self rr (zLJ-).
'u Hawkins concludes, somewhat sardonically perhaps,
that tt[t]he punishment itself , though savage, is not
exceptionaJ-Iy sorr (6L4, n48) by the sÈandards of the other
analogues.
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are angered by the lítÈle boy's singing and arrange
to have him killed.
The fundamental príncíple of Mercy that the Virgin Mary
represents is set in sharp opposition to hatred and
vengeance in the TaIe. The Prioress says, ruYvele shal have
that yvele wol deserve'rr (632), forgetting, perhaps, that
the rrnew l-awtr of Christian mercy and forgiveness has
replaced the |to1d lawrt of 'an eye for an eye.'This
opposition calls attention to one of the more problematic
elements in the Tale: its anti-Semitism. Many critics
acknowledge that trChaucer was using the Jews in this tale as
conventional figures. He was able to do so because it was a
convention known and accepted by most, if not aII, of his
audience" (Zitter 278). But, accordingi to ÀIfred David,
tt[t]o dismiss the anti-Semitisn in the tale as
'conventionaf is to beg the real question why it should
have become conventional, for the Jews $rere not always so
despised in the Middte Agesrr ("An ABC," l-56). David writes
that Chaucer included Jews as villainous characters for
reasons of an emerging literary style that Itfinds aesthetic
Jews'u

'" John c. Hirsh makes the distinction, folJ-owing
Aquinas, between alI Jews and those involved directly
in the murder. 'rÀquinas's discrinination among the Jews
finds its analogue in the Provost, who puts to death only
those Jews 'That of this mordre wiste' (l-820). The
irnplication is that these are the ones who hired Èhe
'homycide' (L757) to kiII the boy; neither the Provost nor
the Prioress institute a pogromrr (40). The boy's killing is
therefore not ritualistíc but a rrsimple hornicide
It is
the fact of the chitd's death, his martyrdom that ís
significant, and throughout the Jews are treated briefly, as
of secondary interesttt ( 40 ) .
Thomas
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satisfaction in religious experiencetr (1-57):
Their fthe Jews] turpitude is the stylistic
counterpart of the chil-d's innocence and the
Virgin's mercy. Their presence is required to give
the tale the emotional character that matches its
formalism. (156)
Donald R. Howard takes what to me is a more accurate
view of the anti-Semitisn of the Tale, given the apparent
contradictions in which the Prioress as a character seems to
abound:

True, antisemitism was a way of life in the Middle
Ages. True, the Jews had been officially banned
from England since I29O. But the Church took a
position against the persecution of the Jews, and
insightful men saw the base economíc motives
behind those persecutions. (277)
Howard includes Chaucer with those ttinsightful menrt because
his employment at the Customs house would have made him
faniliar with such rrbase economic motives.tr Indeed,
according to Florence H. Ridley, the Jews played an
important role Ín the financial world of medieval England;
rrJewish colonies $¡ere
although disenfranchised officially,
protected for the taxes they provided and for money lending,
usure, forbidden in canon Iaw, but essential for businessrr
(Benson, Riverside 9L4). The ttPrioress's Talerr depicts a
ffJeweryett (489) Iocated among the Christian population of
the city and, for business purposes, rrsustened by a lord of
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that contreert (490). Evidently, the Jews vrere despised but
tolerated and supported as an economic necessity".
These contradictions seem to coincide with
contradictions in the Tale itself. The Prioress's antiSernitism is not officially condoned by the Church and,
therefore, reflects on her misunderstanding of Church
doctrine. Edward A. Synan writes that, in 1348, Pope Clement
VI commanded that
the Jews r¡rere not to be struck, not to be wounded,
not to be killed, and that atl those who did these
things put themselves under the ban of the Church.
Last, if any had quarrels with the Jews, there
existed both a Iaw and judges competent to hear
the suits. ( l-34 )
Although persecution of the Jews took place in the Middle
Ages, the position of the Church was stated by Gregory IX
(L227-4L): Christians t'ought to show Jews the kindness
Christians desire at the hands of pagansr' (Synan l-58)1".
Chaucer depicts the Prioress as an anti-semite whose opinion
" Hardy Long Frank writes that a prioress bTas
essentially |tan estate manager; a mother superior charged
with both the spiritual and the physical well-being of the
inhabitants of her conventrr (230-2). Chaucer probably would
have been a$rare of the important economic function that a
prioress would play in the day-to-day operation of an abbey
or conventi occupying such a position, a príoress could not
afford to be financially naive. Whether he considered this
in creating the character of Madame Eglantine with her antiSemitic prejudice is speculative.
rnay be the
'" Pope Martin V (L4I7-3L) presents what
economical side of the Church's position: Itcontact with Jews
is 'useful' to Christíans because of the services they
renderrr ( Synan

158 ) .
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does not coincide with that of Rome; she seems not to futly
understand the doctrine of her church. She refers to the

litt1e clergeon's grieving mother as I'This ne$re Rachelrl
(627 ) apparently without realizing thatr âs Àlfred David
says, the biblical Rache1 is rrthe archetype of the sorrowing
Jewish motherrt (Strumpet 21-3). John C. Hirsh expands on
David's view when he comments that Christ died for the sins
of all hunanity, not just the non-Semites: ItThe sense that
the Jews are themselves the object of Christ's sacrifice is
of course lost on the Prioresstt (41). The Prioress's
misínterpretation of the Church's doctrine is another
t'niggling detailrr that undermines her credibility.
Like its anti-Semitisn, one of the more troublesome
details about the rrPrioress's Talerr is the violence of the
crime and, specifically, the descriptions Madame Eglantine
seems to relish providing:
This cursed Jew hym hente, and heeld hym faste,
And kitte his throte, and in a pit hym caste.
I seye that in a wardrobe they hym threwe
Where as thise Jewes purgen hire entraille
(572-3)

.

By repeating the location in which the body Ís disposed, the

narrator focuses attention on the coarse details of the
crime. If the words are intended to establish a sense of
affective pathos for the suffering of the boy, they do so
only in parti the words direct the reader,s attention toward
the repugnant aspects of the crime rather than toward the
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boy's torment and the subsequent miracle. Mikhail Bakhtin
regards this mixing of lofty philosophy and earthy vulgarity
as an important element of Menippean satire, and he refers
to the contrast as rrslum naturalismrr (ProbTems l-l-5).'"
Menippea parodies the human penchant for creating
philosophical systems to account for and explain other
philosophical systems such as the logocentric viewpoint that
the Prioress maintains by ernphasizing the contrast between
the high and the low. The Tale attempts here, I believe, to
set-up an opposition between the evil of the Jews who
sanctioned the crime and the piety of the tittle clergeon,
an opposition on which the Prioress's ideological Togos
depends. But the Vírgin Mary and her salvifíc qualities are
mixed with the scatological functions of those responsible
for the chitd's murder, and Chaucer's detailed and grisly
description effectively caIls attention to the details
themselves, subverting the narrator's intended communication
of her own praise for the Virgin and collapsing the
opposition.

peculiarities
of the crime contradicts her description in the rrGeneral
Prologue.tr Chaucer presents Madame Eglantíne as capable of
The Prioress's inclusion of the horrific

" Northrop Frye refers to a character tike Madame
Eglantine as a |tphilosophus gloriosusrt in his discussion of
Menippean satire which sees rrevil and fol-Iy... as diseases
of the intellect, as a kind of maddened pedantry which the
phíTosophus gToriosus at once symbolizes and definesrr (Frye
309). Pearsall refers to texts that exhibit these traits as
Itstories that might have their ov¡n access to 'truth'tt
(rrl,ydgatett 51). F. Ànne Payne examines some of Chaucer's
poems as examples of Mennipean satire.
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telling perhaps the most violent tale of all the pilgrims
(the Second Nun excepted) but, according to the narrator of
the rrGeneral Prologue: rl
She wolde t¡repe, if that she saugh a mous
Kaught in a trappe, if it were deed or bledde.
Of smal- houndes hadde she
But soore wepte she if oon of hem were deed,
Or if rnen smoot it with a yerde smerte (144-9).
It appears that the Prioress extends the Christian ideal of
Mercy only to small animals and children. Once again, the
opposition created by the text seems to contradict the
betief system founded upon the Virgin Mary, and of those who
would praise her.
The Prioress's description in the 'rGeneral- Prologue'l
also makes mention of the inscription on her brooch: the
crowned letter 'A' which reads, Amor Vincit Omnía. But the
Prioress's involvement in secular tife suggests that the
words do not refer to sacred love: her table manners are as
immaculate as her attire; she keeps dogs as pets; and she is
conversant in a local French dialect. Her praise of the
Virgin's rtglrete humyliteett (PrT 475) seems to be in
contradiction to her refined lifestyle presented in the
rrGeneral Prologue, rr and the opposition challenges the
reader's view of the quality of her belief.
The Tale contains other oppositions that appear, ât
first, to support the logocentric belief system of the
Pri-oress but, upon closer analysis, contradict themselves.
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For instance, every day, when the little clergeon goes to
school-, hê kneels before rrth'ymage / Of Cristes mooderrr to
say his Ave |{aria (504-8). However, the likeness is located
in the Jewish ghetto. Tt seems improbable that an |tymagert of
the Virgin Mary would be found in a Jewish section of the
city; the existence of such a likeness would, hotvever,
exacerbate the animosity of the Jews toward the Christian
populace and to the litt,le clergeon who honours the Virgin
in innocent ignorance. Also, the word t'praytt is depreciated
by overuse and this reduction in value undermines the
narrator's inplicit assertion of prayer as a mode of
communication between the human and the divine: in the

Prologue, the Prioress prays to the Virgin Mary to guide her

telling of the Tale (4e6-7) ¡ at the end, she beseeches Hugh
of Lincoln to pray for the souls of the sinful (687).
However, the litt1e clergeon also prays to his friend to
teach him the ATma redemptoris (525-6) | and, later, the
mother

ro every.r"' tn.t

";ï.:ï: :;Ï]'1r""",
oght forby.

To telle hire if hir child wente
(

600-3

)

The Prioress prays to Mary and to the martyred Hugh but the
word ttpraytt takes on a díminished sense when the clergeon

prays to his rrfellawerr and his mother prays to the Jews

whom

the Prioress has already pronounced as being Satanically
inspired. The nultiple meanings inherent in the language of
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the Tale reveal the rrstrainsn that question the logocentrism
of the narrator.
A.S.c. Edwards writes that meaning in the Religious
Ta1es is recovered where ttfeeling intersects with doctrine
to inform it with an intensity of experiencerr (65). Meaning
connects to language through its emotional irnpact on the
reader and, therefore,
words become a way of af f irming the lilord, or
articulating doctrine without fornal exposition.
They dramatize the protagonists's consciousness of
their relationship to God, and make their
suffering emotionally conpelling and doctrinally
intelligible, within the structure of Christian
faith. (6s)
The TaIe appears to be an attempt by the narrator to express
Christian doctrine through |twordless wisdomrrr and without
the direct use of doctrinal language. However, even without
the rrformal expositiontt of doctrine, language is the medium
in which both the Prioress in her TaIe and the poet outside
the frame of the Tale must communicate. That language, âs
Derrída and Scholes maintain, is subject to misreading and
misinterpretation because of the effects of ttdisseminationrl
and the process of centrifugal reading. Chaucerts
description of the pilgrims' response to the TaIe is fitting
in light of the demonstrated difficulties of expressing
meaning in language; they are temporarily stunned into
silence, presumably by the affective piety of the Tale,
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until Harry Baily begins to joke:
Whan seyd was aI this miracle, every man
As sobre was that wonder was to sê,
Til that oure Hooste japen tho bigan (69L-3,
trPrologue To Sir Topast,) .
The Host's reaction to the TaIe seems to be in contrast to
the solemnity of the others. While it is his role to keep
the story-telling contest in motion and, therefore, in his
best interest to break the rrsobretr mood, perhaps the Host is
an exemplification of Augustine's statement that rrthe same
words night be understood in various waysrt (OCD 3.27.38).
By reading centrifugally, different readers can índeed
understand the same text in different $rays. Ànd, by
discovering the rrstrainstr and "niggling detailstr in the
text, certain ambiguities can be exposed that question the
basis on which the text founds itself . The rrPrioress's
Talerrr as a Religious Tale that claims the rrassertion of
Christian valuesrr as its reason for existence, grounds
itself on the rrtranscendental signifiedt' that is the Virgin
Mary and the ttChristian valuesrr she represents; or perhaps
more correctly, the TaIe bases itself on the Virgin and her
rrvaluesrr as the narrator sees them. However, the language
and the narrative events of the TaIe leave exposed many
ambiguities that question the logocentrism on which the
Prioress bases her beliefs, and these rrstrainsil subvert
those logocentric ideasi as Eagleton says, they |tembarrass
their own ruling systems of logic.tt Chaucer's choice of
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language in the TaIe allows the reader to examine the

relationship between language and meaning by questioning the
basis on which the TaIe establishes its meaning. That
relationship, however tenuous, becomes more interesting
because of the murtiplicity of pot.entíar meanings avairabl_e
to the reader-
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CHAPTER THREE

The rrsecond Nunts Talerl

1. Introduction
Derek Pearsall's classification of the |tPrioress's
Talerr and the r¡Second. Nun's TaIe¡¡ as rrthe most obviously
identifiabler' (244) of the Religious tales seems especially
true in the case of the tale told by the Second Nun. While
the former combines two generic types, a miracle of the
virgín and a legend of a saint's life', the rrsecond Nun's
Taletr appears to be dedicated exclusively to the legend of
the life of St. Cecilia and is easily ttidentifiablerl
according to genre. However, while the Tales may both be
easily ttidentifiablerrt the narrators do not share an equal
degree of recognition. Unlike the Prioress, who is described
explicitly, the Second Nun's presence as a character is
barely detectabl-e in the 'rGeneral Prologuerr or in her
prologue and tale. She is made ttidentifiablet' only by her
connection to the Prioress as rfAnother Nonne with hire hadde
she, / T}:.at.- was hir chapelynerr (GP 1-63-4).
J.M. Manly compared the two Tales in 1926 and noted
that they show the same rrstyle of workmanshiprr but differ in
their effect upon the reader. In asking t^thy this effect
should be different, Manly touches upon the problem of
' The Tale is clearly about a rniracle of the Virgin but
the little clergeon is also a itsaintlyrr character. The
narrator also refers to St. Nicholas, 51-4, oD which account,
see Ann S. Haskell, ttSt. Nicholas and Saintly A11usionil in
Robbins, êd. Chaucer at ATbany.
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identification:
is it, not because in the one tale Chaucer has
failed to visualize or to make his readers see the
principal characters--Cecilia, Valerian, and Pope
Urban remain to him and to us mere names--virhereas
both he and we have a vivid and charning picture
of the little choir boy as he goes singing to his
death? (Brewer, CriticaT Herítage, VoTume 2,
4OL)'

Manly believes that Chaucer's failure to develop the

characters adequately in the rrsecond Nun's Talerr contributes
to the reader's inability to visualize the characters.
However, it is not Chaucer who has trfailed to visualizerr but
Man1y himself, for it seems that if he cannot visualize the
figures mentally--that is, if he cannot translate the words
into mental images--then they are less present to him than
those that he can see in his nind.
Seeing and not seeing are problematic throughout the
Tale, and an enigma that Manly shares with Val-erian:
Cecilia's husband refuses to believe that she has a guardian

' David Benson compares the two tales in terms of
style also: rrThe literary variety of the Canterbury TaTes
occurs even amonq tales that ought to be most alike. .
the radical stylistic differences among stories of the same
genre are the clearest proof of the unique poetic
sensibilities created for each of the Canterbury Tales. .
. The Prioress's TaTe and the Second Nun.s TaIe both tell of
an innocent martyr whose death is a triumph of Christian
faith, yet the first is a lyrical exercise in affective
piety, while the second is an austere and intellectual work
that makes complex use of dialogue and imagerytr (Canterbury
1-06 ) .
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angel (and not a lover) unless he can see it," He says, "If I
shal trusten thee,/ La|u me that aungel se and hyn biholdetl
(163-4). Because he is not a Christian, Valerian cannot
translate Cecilia's words into a vísua1 image. He cannot
experience vísuaIIy what Cecitia says without being
converted spiritually; but without visual experience,
Valerian, and Tiburce later, cannot be converted. Carolyn P.
Collette, writing on the contrast between physical and

spiritual sight, says:
In Chaucer's version of the life of Seinte cecil-e
vre learn that the apparently reaI, that perceived
by the senses, is only a shadow, while that
perceived by the eye of the soul is truly real.
More irnportantly, we also learn that physícal
sight, unless it, is an agent of spiritual inquiry,
is l-inked to confinement in the realm of
experience. (ItClosertt 337-8 )
Collette is correct in her description, but she seems to
disregard the most important element in the process of
conversion exhibited in the TaIe: it is Cecilia's words that
fail to convince Valerian of the angel's presence. She
cannot describe what she sees in words that are sufficient
to effect conversion.
The failure of Cecilia's words to describe her
experience in a language adequate to the task is synonlrmous
with the problem that the narrator, and the poet, too, must
face; and, âs the preceding discussion has sho!"n, it is also
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a problem that troubled Augustine. This translation/
conversion of experience into words, f believe, is the
dominant concern of the TaIe. Language is the mediun by
which the TaIe is transmitted to the reader; however, in the
TaIe, it is language that fail-s in its objective of
conversion. The converts must first experience for
themselves before they can believe the words of Cecilia.
Chaucer may here be addressing the problem of expressing
meaning through language.

to the rrSecond Nun,s Ta1err will employ a
strategy similar to that with which I examined the
rrPrioress's Tale.r! The logocentric idea on which the TaIe
depends is the rrglorious lif and passiounr' (26) of St.
Cecilia and her ability to convert others to Christianity.
Sight and other sensory experience as relíabl-e indicators of
what is true, whether or not such experience is, as Collette
says, t'an agent of spiritual inquiryrtt support that Togos
and set. up the opposit,ion between seeing and not seeing, or
between experiencing and not experiencing. However, the
description of the experience must be transnitted through
the language of the Tale; and, âs the previous chapter
demonstrated, language and the actions it describes contain
those rtstrainsrr and ttniggling detailsrt that can be used to
uncover ambiguities in the TaIe. Once exposed, the
arnbiguities and complexities question the logocentric basis
for the Tale, causing that logocentrisrn to coLl-apse. Not
only do sight and sensory experience become suspect, but the
My approach
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language used to describe such experience does a1so. The

ability of language to adequately describe what one
experiences through the senses--to translate the visual and
non-visual into words--and then to translate those words
into meaning, appears unstable. By reading the Tale
centrifugally as Robert Scholes suggests, allowing language
to make connections freely according to the reader's textual
system of reference, the oppositions that support the
narrator's logocentrism can be undermined and shown to
trembarrass their own ruling systems of logic.rt
2. rrTranslaciounrr and the rrsecond Nun's Talerl
The translation of language into meaning seems to be
important in the Tale from its beginning. While the Prioress
claims to tell her tale in praise of the Virgin Mary, the
Second Nun has a different motivation:
And for to putte us fro swich ydelnesse,
That cause is of so greet confusioun,
I have heer doon rny feithful bisynesse
After the legende in translacioun (22-5).
She will use the legend of St. Cecilia rrin transLaciounrras
an admonition to avoid idleness. It is never c1ear, however,
how the TaIe will dissuade people from an idle life and
encourage a life of rt$rerchett (14). White the narrator claims
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to have translated the words of her source', the translation
of her words by the listener into a lesson in the avoidance
of idleness ís more problematic and undermines the ability
of language to do what the narrator requires of it. Outside
the frame of The Canterbury Ta7es, Chaucer, the author,
faces an analogous problem in 'translating' his sources into
a form that the reader can comprehend using language which
may not be able to do what he requires of it.. As the
beginning of the Prologue demonstrates, such a translation
is a risky business. Indeed, the narrator seems to
acknowledge the risks of translation at the end of the
lnvocatio ad Inlariam when she closes the section with a plea
that the reader allow for errors in the Tale since the
narrator is only foll-owing the source:
For bothe have I the wordes and sentence
Of hym that at the seintes reverence
The storie wroot, and folwen hire legende,
And preye yow that ye wole my werk amende. (8i--4)
The appeal is reminiscent of Chaucer's request to Gower and

Strode cited at the beginning of this study. Chaucer may

here be recognízing the important role the reader/listener

' The prirnary source seems to be Jacobus de Voraigne's
versj-on of the Legenda aurea for the Tale up to line 358,
and possibly Mombritius after that point (Bryan and Dempster
669). References to Dante can also be detected in the
Invocacio (664). ItNo source has been discovered for the four
stanzas on idleness, with which the prologue begins, nor
need one be sought, since the device they embody has been
shown to be a convention frequently used in Chaucer's time
and laterrr (664\.
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plays in translating the text into meaning.
The narrator supplies in the lnterpretacio the
information necessary for the reader to rramendert the text
and translate it into meaning by providing the etymology of
the name Cecilia. As Bernard F. Huppé points out:
The interpretations of the name proceed not as in
modern etymologies from the word itself, the
signifier, but from the signified. This
etyrnological procedure is based on the theory that
the word is 'cosyn' to what it signifies. Thus, to
find the meaning of a word is to discover how it
reflects the signified. (228)
This apparent reversal in the process of deriving meaning
seems to coincide with the post-structuralist view that one
signifier leads to another rather than to a signified. As
Huppé describes the etymological process of the Tale, the
signified becomes a signifier which points back to the
original signifier. By attempting to attach meaning to the
name rrCeciliarrr the narrator initiates a process where one
word supplements, and is supplemented by, others. Derrida
says that the suppTément replaces and yet simultaneously
adds to that which it replaces. What was thought to be
complete, the sign rrCeciliarrr nohr appears to be incomplete.
Because the word is both different and Èhe same as its
supplement, it contains a double and, therefore,
contradictory meaning. The possibility of contradiction is

B4

by the large number of mistaken etymologieso
which obfuscate the process of attempting to recover meaningt
in the name. Às Carolyn P. Co1lette says:
That the etyrnology the Second Nun attributes to
the name Cecile is clearly errant, and that
compounded

Chaucer J-ike1y knew it to be so, is not the

question. The attitude wíth which one regards the
name alone matters
. ( rrCloserrr 342) .
However, in the context of language and meaning with which I
am dealing, the Iterrantrr meaning of the name is more
significant than is the conventional methodology of such an
etymology. Further, Collette's view would allow for such an
I'attitudert to be based upon a falsehood, regardless. The
narrator has undercut the process of establishíng the true
meaning of the name by basing the whole Interpretacio on
false information, thereby destabilizing what should be
unshakable since the name refers to the most prorninent
character in the TaIe.
According to AIfred David, the Interpretatio is
important for another reason: it is possible to draw a
parallel between one of the eÈynologies and the role of the
poet.

could draw an analogy between the work of St.
Cecilía and what is supposed to be the work of the
medieval poet. It is his business, too, to be
One

o Florence

Ridley says, ItThese etyrnologies are alL
wrong, the name perhaps deríving from caecus, (bIind)tt
(Benson, Riverside, 944) .
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caecís via, to give vision and to increase the

In writing the Second
of the blessed. .
Nun's TaIe early in his career, he was emulating
his heroine in showing the way to the blind.
(Strunpet 233)
The poet may be I'showing the way to the blindtt but Cecilia
and caecis via have been connected mistakenly, for her name
does not derive from the phrase. David has made what would
be an apt analogy if the derivation were correct; Chaucer
would seem to be portraying the poet as a guide for the
unenlightened but, because of the errant etymology, a guide
who is no more enlightened than his followers. Perhaps
Chaucer actually has made an important point about the role
of the medieval poet, but not as David intended the point to
number

be taken.
The promj-nence of sight and seeing found in the

Interpretacio is evident also in the TaIe, where Cecilia
tel-ls Valerian on their wedding night that, because she is a
Christian, she has a guardian angel; and, the angel is
prepared to kill him if he touches her Itin vileynyett (156)'.
Valerian, oD the other hand, cannot see the angel and he
u David Aers sees

the denands of a celibate marriage
by Cecitia on Valerian as contrary to the progression
of a medieval community: rrsuch clerical models are hardly
compatible with the ethos and reproduction of courtly
communities, together with the 'normal' masculine and
. there is no
feminine identities they fashioned.
grounds for seeíng Chaucer as seeking to subvert and
transform sourtly communities or the class and gender
arrangements bound up with themrr ( l-50 ) .

made
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r¡Jill not believe in the angel's existence on the strength of
Cecilia's words alone; Valerian must see him. The angel,
however, does not have to see Valerian behave inprudently in
order to execute him, hê need only rrfeelenrt (155) that the
unconverted pagan has formulated sexual desires towards his
bride. The three characters are operating on different
leve1s of experience: Cecilia can see; Valerian cannot; the
angel does not need to see. However, it ís the spirituallyblind Valerian who has the most to lose in the situation: if
he refuses to believe in the angel because he cannot see
him, he could be kíIled. Valerian demands the experience of

sight, but he musL accept on the authoriÈy of Cecilia's
words that the angel exists and that he will be able to see
the angel upon conversj-on. Älthough sight supports the
logocentric idea on which the Tale depends, Valerian must
rely on language in order to ascertain the truth, and thís
apparent contradiction undermines the po$ter of the logos.
Valerian demands to be given visual experience to
confirm the claims of Cecilia's language, but instead he
must accepÈ the authority of her words u¡ithout such ocular
proof. Reading the Tale centrifugally, âs Scholes suggests,
could direct the reader to the [¡life of Bath who asserts her
preference for experience over authority; she says in her
Prologue:

Experience, though noon auctoritee
Were

L-2)

in this world, is right ynogh for me.

(WBPro
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Her stance is in direct opposition to those clerks who would

clairn the preeminence of authority in place of experience,
and she shows her disdain for such authority in the action
she takes against Jankyn's rrbook of wikked wyvesr' (WBPro
685). Clerks, she says, will never speak well of women
unless those clerks are telling legends of rrhooly seintes
Iyvesrr (690), and, provoked by his verbal assaults as he
reads aloud from the book, she attacks the authority it
represents:
A1 sodeynly thre leves have I plyght

Out of his book, right as he radde, and eke

I with my fest so took hym on the cheke
That in oure fyr he fil bakward adoun. (790-3)
Jankyn's words fail to convert Alisoun to his misogynous bray
of thinking, and she responds by knocking him into the fire.
Likewise, Cecilia's words are unable to convert Àlmachius
and he commands his soldiers to rrBrenne hire right in a bath
of f lambes rederr ( 5l-5 ) .
While Cecilia calls upon the authority of her
logocentric belief system to effect conversion, that
authority is undermined by the failure of language to
convert Almachíus. Jankyn calls upon the written authority
of hís book to effect a conversion of sorts in Alisoun, and
that authority is so underrnined by her resistance that she
rrmade hyrn brenne his book anon right thorr (WBPro BL6).
Authority represented in language is not just depicted by
Chaucer as being ineffective,

it is literally

destroyed by
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its opponent, A1isoun, when she throws the pages into the
fire. Cecilia, too, as an embodiment of authority is
destroyed by her opponent, Almachius, in a bath of flames.
However, in the trWife of Bath's Talerrr we do see an
apparent conversion, and that conversion is effected,
paradoxically, by the authority of words. Russell Peck
points out that
the Wife of Bath's o1d hag transforms realities in
the mind of her knight with verbal arguments which
substitute new concepts of gentilesse, old a9e,
and beauty for his intuited responses. (755-6)
The hag transforms herself into a young and beautiful sroman
after first transforning the knight's attitude towards their
marriage. While the Wife professes her faíth in experience
in her Prologue, it is authority that holds the power to
convert the knight in her ta1e. But, it is significant that
the hag's authority is grounded on her ability to shapeshift; the knight's conversion is accomplished through magic
and chicanery. The parallel to the hag, uncovered by reading
centrifugalty, undermines Cecilia's transformation of
Valerian for the reader" Chaucer presents the reader with
one of Eagleton's "niggling detailstt thaÈ questions whether
the Christian conversion and transformation that the rfsecond
Nun's Talert treats as it,s centrepiece is possible.
The knight must be converted before he sees his
beautiful bride and Valerian rnust be converted before he is
able to see the guardian angel. The angel is visible to the
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true believers but hidden to those who lack faith" Likewise,
Tiburce is able to smell- the rrcorones tr,rorr (22L) thanks to
the prayers of his brother (256). One physical sense tells
him that the flowers are present but his sense of sight is
no helpi he cannot see them. Tiburce has not experienced
conversion and therefore cannot experience the actual
presence of the flowers. Although he detects the smell of
f lowers, he knows that at |tthis tyme of the yeerrr (246 ) he
must be mistaken. Without conversion, he can only misread
the situation. As Peck says, ttThe value of experience as a
registrar of individual truth will be contingent upon the
accuracy of the registrar's perceptionrr (748). Tiburce,s
perception is both accurate and mistaken, for although he
can smel1 the flowers they are not actually there, ât least
to him. He cannot see what is there. The idea of sight as an
índicator of truth is underrnined by its failure to provide
accurate information.
Scholes's centrifugal method of reading can reveal that
seeing and failing to see what is realIy there is at issue

also in the rrMerchantts Ta1etr brhere Chaucer examines the
problem of trusting experiential data and of expressing that
experience in language. Ptuto returns sight to Januarie just
in tirne to observe May and Damyan ín fTagrante delecto in
the tree. The Merchant says that he cannot express the
experience in words:
Up to the tree he caste his eyen tvro,
Ànd saugh that Damyan his wyf had dressed
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In swich manere it may nat been expressed,
But if I wolde speke uncurteisly. (2360-3)
But the narrator's idea needs no further expression because
he has already told his audience in some detail what May and
her lover blere doing in the tree. May convinces the old
knight that his newly-returned sight is defective by using
ffsuffisant answerert (2266) supplied by Proserpyne. Januarie
is converted by May into believing that he has not seen what
he thinks he has seen:
For certeinly, if that ye nyghte se,
Ye wolde nat seyn thise wordes unto ne.
Ye han som glyrnsyng, and no parfit sighte. (2381-3)

As Tiburce cannot rrseerr untíI he is made t'lp]arfit

ín his
lernynge, Goddes knyghttr (SNT 353) through the Word of God,
May supplies the rrparfitrt knowledge that her knight,
Januarie, needs to see 'correctly.' Being converted from
blindness to sight, May tells him, is like
. a man that waketh out of his sleep,
He may nat sodeynly wel taken keep
(2397-9)
Upon a thyng, rê seen it parfitly.
once again, Januarie is like Tiburce who has been living
tt¡i]n dremestt (SNT 262) prior to conversion, according to
Valerian. Januarie's sight is not rnade ttparfitrt by his
conversion to sight via May's language. He has read the
situation correctly but is convinced that he has actually
misread what he sahl, and, according to May: ItHe that
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misconceyveÈh, he rnysdemethrr (2410)"" The narrator of the
Itsecond Nun's Ta1err would 1íke her listeners/readers to

believe that Tiburce has been given perfect sight, but the
connection made by the reader to the bawdy scene from the
rrMerchant's TaIe,rr in which no true conversion takes place,
weakens her argument by the association and shows how
language can be read in ways other than that which the
creator of the text intended.
The issue of conversion and translation is an important
part of the rrsecond Nun's Talerrt for without conversion the
Christian faith cannot be spread. Indeed, the Tale begins
with the conversion of Valerian and ends with the conversion
of Cecilia's house into a church (550-l-). Cecil-ia's failure
to convert Àlmachius when she has been so successful- in
converti-ng others merits examination because it is her only
miss, but also because, in the confrontation between the two
characters, the misreading of language predorninates. A.S.G.
Edwards says that the scene displays rrthe problem of the
spoken r^rordrr where we see

a demonstration of the pohrer of the spoken word to
initiate a process of conversion in the first part
of the Tale to a demonstration of íts failure t,o
do so at the Tale's climax. The drarnatic set piece
" Carolyn P. Collette sees the TaIe as belonging to
of
history of literature dealing with the role
"the longgaining
rrCloserrl
(
sight in
spiritual wisdom and salvationrt
338) leading from Plato, St. Augustíne, and Prudentius which
she summarizes as |thow one sees determines what one
believestt ( 341) .
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of the narrative is Cecilia's dialogue with her
enemy Almachius (424-5lI). Here Èhe effect is to
present Cecilia in her own words as an embodiment
of Christian constancy. But the demonstration of
such constancy derives from the ultimate failure
of her words to function in Christian terms; they
fail to convert. (65-6)
Alnachius begins his interrogation of Cecilia with an
echo of the Host's request for a tale from Chaucer, the
pilgrirn, in the ttPrologue to Sir Topasrr: t'What man artow?rl
(695); rrWhat maner vromman artow?tt (SNT 424) says Àlmachius'.
Chaucer does not answer the question; there is no need, for
the Host describes him and answers the question hinself. The
tale of ttsir Topasrr follows until the Hostts ears are sore
from Chaucer's rrdrasty specherr (923) and the poet is
harangued into substituting |ta moral tale vertuousrr (Thop
94O). The rrdrasty rymingrr (Thop 930) that Chaucer, the
pilgrim, submits initially as a tale ("Sir Topasrr), when
linked through the verbal echo to Almachius's address of
Cecília, alerts the reader to the possibility that Chaucer,
the author, has purposely made the connection and raises an
expectation that perhaps the forthcoming speech of Cecilia
'John c. Hirsh finds a reflection of the Intetptetacio
in Àlmachiusts first question: ItThese meanings address the
inner, not the outer person, and their effect is less to
express a single moral significance than to engage the whole
issue of definition, of fixíng persons by things external,
as Àlmachius will attempt to do in the tale. But an
epistemology l-ike his is false and deceptive, and finally
without powerrr (rrSNTrr l-69). Perhaps Hirsh does not realize
that the narrator's epistemology is also |tfalse.rl
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r^rilI also be rrdrasty"rr
What does foll-ow is Cecilia's evasion or
misunderstanding of most of what Almachius says. Rather than
respond to his first question, Cecilia objects to his method
of questioníng, saying Èhat rrye axed lewedlytt (430) in
posing one query, that requires two answers. He does not
press for a response but asks about the origin of her nonresponse, to which Cecilia says that her rudeness

comes

t'[o]f conscience and of good feith unfeynedtr (434) ! When the
tyrant remarks at her apparent lack of concern for his
magisterial power, she denies his authority as merely an
earthly aberration, ttlyk a bladdre ful- of windtt (439), that
may be released wíth the application of rra nedles poyntil
(440). Here Chaucer seems to allude to the eagle's
philosophy in ?he House of Fame where he informs Geoffrey
that speech is only broken air (ttThus wost thou we1 what
thing is speche,rt HF 78L). If his power is only a bag of
wínd, Cecilia's words are the pin prick that can set the
wind free like |tair ybroketr (HF 77O). The eagle's BoethÍan
philosophical speech makes the bird appear like the
Itphilosophus gloriosusrr in Menippean satire, âs mentioned in
Chapter 2. As such, he is like Cecilia in her words to
Almachius. As mentioned in the previous chapter, Northrop
Frye points out that humans seem to thrive on creating
philosophical systems to account for and explain other
philosophical systems, a process he calls rrdiseases of the
intellect" (309) from which Cecilia appears to suffer.
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The misreading continues until Cecilia catches

Àlmachius on a point of semantics and atternpts to prove hinr

a liar because of his choice of words. He claims to have the
pohrer tt[t]o maken folk to dyen or to lyvenrr (472). His
meaning is clear on a figurative level but Cecilia takes the

phrase IiteraIly

and disputes his ability

to 'fquyken a
wighttt (481-). Here, she is Like the Summoner in the rrFriar's
Talerr who |tremains throughout an entrenched literalist.
For
him words only denote, never connotert (Edwards 60). When he
hears a carter, in cursing, offer his stuck hay wagon to the
devil, the Summoner urges his fiend companion to take the
offer, but the devil refuses, knowing that the carter does
not mean what hi-s words suggest (FrT l-541--68). The attitude
of the devil towards the carter's oaths, Edwards continues,
offers a radicalfy different perception about the
relationship between utterance, meaning and
intention from that proposed by the summoner. The
devil perceives that words do not necessarily
reflect intended meaning through actual utterance:
'The carl spak oo thing, but he thoghte another'
[]_5681. (61)
The devil is evidently ar^rare of the problems of language and
the danger of accepting words only at the titeral level; the
Summoner sees only a literal denotation for words, and that
view causes his condemnation to helI.
Cecilia's literal view of Almachius's statement
ultimately brings about her condemnation because she
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exhausts his patience with her words and then insults his

idols by calling a stone a literal stone. The prefect
considers himself a ttphilosophrerr (490), but, as J.D.
Burnley says:

is no ordinary tyrant, for he claims for
himself the philosophic virtue of patience. Like
the Stoic sapiens, he can suffer insults to
hirnself.
But his actions belie his words,
and it is an outburst of fury which finally sends
Cecilia to martyrdom. The pretensions of the pagan
to objective justice based upon philosophical
patience are demonstrated to be false and, as the
Christian God is superior to his stone ido1s, So
the saint's virtue makes nonsense of the
philosophical aspirations of the judge. (83)
Though Cecilia rrmakes nonsensert of Almachius's rarords, she
al-so martyrs herself in the process, condemned to a painfuldeath. Although it is likely he would have executed her in
any event, assuming she would not relinquish her belief in a
Christian God, Cecilia's misreadings of language hasten her
demise and expose Almachius's ttphilosophical aspirations.rr
Her words cannot convert the pagan, in part because she
seems to have been more intent on refuting his arguments and
insulting hin personally than on being caecis vja and
guiding hin in his blindness. Cecilia cannot provide
spiritual sight to Èhe tyrant and it is language that causes
her ruin.
Àl-machius
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Cecitia's words, ostensibly meant to convert,
ul-timately bring about her death because the speaker cannot
control the hearer's perception or understanding of the
words. Scholes's concept of centrifugal reading is again
effective in demonstrating how the language of the TaIe
escapes the sense that the narrator is atternpting to convey.
Language is always subject to misreading or
misinterpretation by those who would hear or read it because
once uttered or written, as Scholes and Derrida rnaintain,
the reader has the sole responsibility for making sense of
the words; and the reader makes sense of the words,
according to Scholes, by bringing to bear all the textual
resources at his or her disposal. In my examination of the
rrPrioress's Talerrr I followed the trace of a word, making
associations intertextually to show that meaning is an
unstable affair. I believe a sinilar, although abbreviated,
method will work with therrsecond Nun's Tale.rr I use here
the idea of rrtransformationrr or rrconversionrr rather than a
specific word to show how language escapes the ability of
the user to control its percepti-on by the hearer/reader. I
have made reference to various other works by Chaucer so far
in this chapter, and I believe that connecting the TaIe to
yet another by uncovering a coincident use of an idea can
lend some further insight int,o Chaucer's opinion of the
problems of language and meaning.
Because the rrsecond Nun's Talerr and the rrCanon's
Yeoman's Talert are the only two tales in Fragrment VIII, they
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are occasionally compared with each other", although they do
not appear to have much in common other than collocation".
Robert M. Longworth connects the two tales in the way that
they deal with transformation. I¡lhile the saint hopes to
transform pagan souls into Christians and the alchemist
atternpts to transform base metals into silver and gold, the
poet transforms t^/ords into meaning in the mind of the
reader. As Longworth says, rrThe poet, then, is no less
concerned than the alchemist or the saint $tith the process

of transformationrt (87)'o.
But Chaucer al-so shows a substantial interest in
another arcane practice, astrology", a craft that, like
" For example, William E. Rogers considers the two
IX, the
tales in Fragrnent VIII together with Fragment
ttManci-p]e's Talerrr in a chapter called rrThe Problem of
Language, Continued;rr Donald R. Howard lumps Fragments VÏÏI
and IX Èogether as rf The Closing Tales.rl
" The trCanon's Yeoman's Taletr ís located in fragment
VIII in the Ellesmere manuscript of The Canterbuty TaTes buL
it is missing from the Hengwrt (Pearsall, TaTes 12) to the trCanon's Yeoman's Talerrr Robert B'o Referring
ttlike
the alchemical, fictionat experimentation
Bur1in says:
remains firnty within the bounds of the experiential world,
and its ratioña]e, too, is flimsíty built upon linguistic
arnbiguÍties. The vitality of the created world is deduced
from the immanence of its divine Author, while the

transforrning pol^ter of the human creator or seientist depends
upon his aUifity to alter or reorient the dynarnic energies
of nature, either human or materialrr (243).

11 John Reidy says in his íntroduction to the
Astrolabe that ltiñ this treatise we find the same interest
in an intellectual pursuit that Chaucer evinces elsewhere in
his knowledge of literature, philosophy, natural philosophy'
medicine, añd alchemy. As with these subjects, so with
astronomy; Chaucer is the well-read, interested laymanrl
( Benson , Riverside , 661- ) .
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alchemy, displays transformative po$Jers of its own.

The

astrologer hopes to transform his divinations and
calculations into an accurate vision of the future. That
Chaucer's interest in the transformative pol,{er of words
extends to the would-be transformations inherent in
alchemical and astrological studies is not surprising; with
his concurrent interest in human nature, it is also not
surprising that he should find the abuse of such practices
to be of interest. The |tCanon's Yeoman's Talert is,
therefore, less concerned with extolling or denying the
pohrers of alchemy to transform than it is with the
propensity of the alchemist to hoodwink those who do not
understand its intricacies. In fact, the Yeoman's narrator's
reason for telling the TaIe is to hrarn others about such men
as the Canon:
. the doublenesse
Of this chanoun, roote of alle cursednesse!
It weerieth me to telle of his falsnesse,
Ã,nd nathelees yet wol f it expresse,
To Èh'entente that men may be war therby (1-300-1-,
r_304-6 ) .

Like the presentaÈion of alchemy in the rrCanon's
Yeornan's Talerrr the ttMiller's Talerr makes no attempt to
qlorify or to dispute the power of astrology as a craft to
transform its proponents; it is concerned only with the
purposes. The rrMiller's
misuse of astrology for illicit
Tale,r! like the rrsecond Nun's Talerrr is, according to its
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teller, "a legende and a lyt/ Bothe of a carpenter and of
his wyf" (Miltero 31-4L-2)". fn the Tale, rrHendett Nicholas
concocts an elaborate scheme to dupe John the carpenter and
bed his wife, and he bases that plan on his knowledge of
astrology. John suspects that something terrible has
happened to Nicholas because the clerk appears to be in a
daze and, distrusLful of intellectual pursuits, he
innediately blames Nichol-as's studies:
This man is faIle, with his astromye,
In some woodnesse or in som agonye. (3451,-2)
As part of his plan, Nicholas predicts the end of the world
in a second flood, and to add authority to his prophecy he
says rrÏ wol nat Lye; / I have yfounde in rnyn astrologye[
(

3sl-3-4 ) .

If, as Longworth says, the poet ltis no less concerned
than the alchemist or the saint for the astrologer, for that
matterl with the process of transformationrrr then it may be
possÍbIe to see Chaucer's treatment of the misuse of such
power as extending to writing and the creation of rneaning
through language. Can language do what the poet claims--that
is, express meaning accurately--or is it merely a sham like
alcherny in the rrCanon's Yeoman's Ta1ert or astrology in the

" The phrase occurs in various forms in ?he Canterbury
TaTes including (according to Tatl-ock and Kennedy):
rrThanne wol-de I telle a legende of my lyftt (ShipT l-45)
housbonde hadde a legende of his $ryftt (WBPro 742)
"Myn
rrHe knew of hem mo legendes and lyvesrr (WBPro 686)
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ttMill-er's Ta1ert?" While the narrator of the ttCanon,s
Yeoman's Talert believes in the por¡rer of alchemy to transform
base metals even though he has been unable to understand its
workings, the Tale does not demonstrate that real
transformations occur. SimiIarJ-y, in the ttMiller,s Talert!
Nicholas clains to have transforrned his astrological data
into a real vision of the future, for he is a believer and
can rrseerr what the unconverted John cannot; but his vision
is inveigled for l-echerous purposes and there is no evidence
of any divination taking p1ace.
As Nicholas uses astrology and the Yeoman uses alchemy,
Cecilia uses language to effect her conversions. Likewise,
the narrator of the rrsecond Nun,s Ta1err must express
Cecil-ia's miraculously inexpressible transformation from
vtoman to saint in words to the members of the pilgrirnage.
Cecilia must present to her potential converts a higher
authority, but, since they lack the faith to believe, they
cannot see that authority. Therefore, to invoke the power of
that authority, she must first appeal to the experience of
those she intends to convert by presenting sensory
" Astrology plays a major role in the trFranklin,s
Talert also where, unlike Nichotas or the alchemist, the
clerk uses his craft properly in predicting the advent of a
high tide necessary to cover the rocks, but he does so in
order to accomplish Aurelius,s disreputable objectives. The
Franklin claims to see the craft as rrjogelryerr (L265) and
says frÏ ne kan no termes of astrologyett (1,266) | then goes on
to describe the astrologicat process in great detail. In so
doing, he raises the question of why he knows so much about
something he claims is blatantly false. Perhaps Chaucer is
using-the Franklin, too, to show the potential for abuse in
the craft.
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j-nformation: Valerian must be ttshewentt Urban (j"77)¡ Tiburce
must sme77 the crowns (248) ¡ Maximus must hear Cecilia's
ffloorerr (372)¡ to prove that his idol is only stone,
Alrnachius is instructed Èo r'lat thyn hand upon it falle / And

taste it weltt (502-3); italics mine. It seems that words
have the power to transform only when supported by
experience. Simílarly, the narrator is able to tell the
story of the saint's life and transform the legend into a
form that her audience can understand by appealing to the
pilgrims' experience of those same sensory images that
cecilia uses in the Ta1e. However, the images are created by
the narrator's v¡ords alone; they are signifiers that do not
benefit from the presence of the signified objects that
appear to the characters in the Tale. They are signifiers
thaÈ point, in Derridean fashion, to other signífiers.
The answer to the question posed above about whether or
not language can express meaning accurately is cornplicated
by the potentiality for the misuse of language, âs the
glances at other of Chaucer's works attested: the Wife of
Bath rnisquot,ing authoritíes to prove her point; May using
rrsuffisant ansr¿ererr to outwit Januarie; the friar in the
rrSummoner's Talerr using his preaching to obtain a ttgifttt
from Thomas, and then Jankyn, the squire, speaking ttfa]s wel
as Euclide'r (2289) to help the friar divide it fairly; the
Pardoner's admission of the way he uses language to

ro2

manipulate his listeners to increase their contributions'o;
the Manciple who says rrthe word rnoot nede accorde with the
dedefr (2OB) , rtonly to conclude that the wisest course is to

say nothing at alIrr (Burtin 243); the list

could go on.
Given the extent of the apparent misuse of language in ?he
Canterbury Ta7es, it appears that the authority of language
to express meaning is severely compromised. That, hovrever,
is not the conclusion that the Itsecond Nunrs Talerr reaches.
The Tale suggests that meaning in language is dependent on
the experience of the reader/listener; the characters in the
TaIe cannot be transformed until they experience for
themselves what the authority, Cecilia, presents as truth.
However, their experience, once gained, supports the
authority of her words. Às Thornas Aquinas bel-ieved in rrthe
foundation of knowledge on sensert (Pellerey 89), that
through the senses, the quidditas of things may be attained,
so, in the TaIe, the characters accept the authority of
language once their experience supports the truth of

Cecilia's words.
Unfortunately, the readers/l-isteners of the TaIe do not
have the privilege of experiencing what the characters do,
and they must accept the authority of the narratorrs
'n H. Marshall Leicester, Jr. says that, in the
rrPardoner's Talerrr Chaucer is able |tto exercise as well as
exorcise his own attraction to the power of the poet's
medium, Ianguage, over reality, and his fascination with the
possibilities of typological symbolisrn. It also provides him
with an opportunity to satirize the abuses of religious
language he finds around himrr (rrPardonerrstt 49).
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language if they are to understand the Tal-e. some things can
never be experienced directly; that is where the power of
language to transform experience into words so that others

benefit becomes crucial, although probrematic. while
sight and other sensory experience are intended to support
the J-ogocentric notion of st. ceciliars power to convert,
the description of the experience must be transnitted
through language. However, language in the tsecond Nun's
Talerr is dest,abirized by ambiguities and complexities that
undermine the experience that 1anguage is supposed to
descrÍbe. Às the language becomes suspect, so does the
reader's perception of the experi_ence described by it.
Language in the Tale seems capable of transforming
experience into meaning, but the potential always exists for
the words to be understood in a way different than the
author or narrator intended. The ability of language to
describe experience and to transforrn physical data into
words that can be understood does exist, but unless readers
can bring their own experience to the text, they cannot know
definitely that the words are true.
may
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSTON

A maner Latyn corrupt was hir speche,

But algates therby was she understonde. (MLT Si.g20)

I concluded the previous chapter with the suggestion
that acquisition of meaning in the rrsecond. Nunrs Talerr is
dependent on experience, that the characters in the Tale are
only transformed once they experience for themselves what
cecilia craims is real. But the reader cannot experience
what the characters in the Tale do and, therefore, must
either accept what the narrator claims or deny it. Because
some things can never be experienced directly, the reader
can only gain cert,ain experience from rrbokes, tt and ít is at
this point that the problern of expressing meaning through
language becomes most troublesome. rf the reader is to gain
experience otherwise unavaíIable, he or she must turn to,
and trust, the writing of the auctores.
The rrSecond Nun,s Talert and the questions it raises
about authority and experience refrect chaucer,s exploration
of the problems of language and meaning. The narrator of the
Tale faces, õts does Augustine, the task of expressing the
ineffable by using a language that is incapable of doing
what is required of it.. Cecilia uses the language of
authority to express her meaning and convert her listeners,
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but ul-tirnately she must appeal to their senses, to their
experience. The second Nun appeals to Èhe experience of her
readers/listeners by including sensory elements in the Tale,
but ultimately she must resort to the authoríty of her words
to descríbe those elements. chaucer seems to suggest that
language may not be capable of adequately expressing
experience, but it is atl that is avail-abre to both the
writ.er and the reader when the reader cannot experience
something first hand.
Chaucer presents his faith in rtbokesr in ?he Legend of
Good

Women..

But God forbede but men shulde leve
Wel more thing then men han seen with ye!
Men shal not wenen every thing a Iye
But yf hinself yt seeth or eLles dooth;
For, God wot, thing is never the lasse sooth,

wight ne may it nat ysee. (F1O-5)'
However, the problem of transmítting meaning through
language is no easier for the writer who must find the most
accurate words to describe what he/she sees and then hope
that the reader will not mÍsconstrue the words. Robert
scholes's phrase sums up the dilernma faced by the writer,
and r repeat it here: rra poet does the best he or she can
Thogh every

' Shiela Delany says rThe passage lIßW Ft_O-l_6I echoes
John 20'.29: 'Jesus said to hin, 'Have you believed because
you have seen me? Blessed are those who have not seen and
yet believe. ' 'tr (lvaked Text 48). No character in the rrsecond
Nun's Talerr wouId, by these criteria, be blessed.
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and then abandons the work with the intention that motivated

it still somewhat unfulfirled. The reader does the rest
- ff (ProtocoTs s4) . But it is tthe rest, that is the probrem
for the writer who cannot guarantee that the reader wirl
understand correctly what the writer has written.
r began this study with a statement by Barry windeatt
about chaucer's concern with the probrem of t.extual
transmission and the interpreÈation of his work by future
readers. chaucer vras aware of rthe footsteps of the ancient
poetsrt in which he walked, and he knew how the words of the
auetores coul-d be misread. lr7hen the narrator sees those
poets who wrote about Troy elevated to the tops of iron
pillars in The House of Fame, he says
Oon seyde that Omer made Iyes,
Feynynge in hys poetries,
And was to Grekes favorable;
Therfor held he hyt but fable. (1-477-BO)
out of rf a litil envyert (1,476) , at reast one reader disagrees
with whäÈ Homer has written and accuses hin of Iying. The
critic, Geoffrey suggests, has purposely misread Homer
because he detects a pro-Greek bias in his work. Homer was
known in chaucer's time only by his reputation and not by

his writing, but chaucer suggests that Homer, too, wourd
have been misunderstood had his works been avairable. Later,
in the labyrinthine House of Rumour, he learns why words are
misunderstood when he sees truth and ries impossibly
intertwined and released into the world. under such
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circumstances, how can the reader hope to interpret
correctly what the writer has written?
Chaucer,s works are so abundant with characters
rnisreading tanguage that it appears he considers remote the

possibility of understanding another's words. His view may
be sumrned up by the eagre in The House of Fame who says that
ffsoun ys air ybrokerr (7zo), and that when a person speaks,
it causes rrthe ayr tobrekethrr (T7g)¡ therefore, ftr^rost thou
wel- what thing is specherr (7gi-). Absoron in the rrMirl-er's
Talerrcan attest to the eagle's assertion for, when he asks
Àlisoun to r,Spek, sweete brydrrr (3g05) so that he rnight
locate her in the dark by the sound of her r,rrords, il.
Nichoras anon leet fle a fart/ As greet as it had been a
thonder-denttt (3806-7). In this case, the ,speakerrs,
meaning (and Chaucerrs, $re assume) is toud and clear,
without the encumbrance of language.
chaucer shows, elsewhere, how language is virtually
incapabre of sustaining meaning because ít either refers to

too

much

or is too restricted in its reference. A.s.G.

Edwards notes:

In the Friar,s TaIe we see words employed to
create a moral universe so narrow and unrefrective
that it generates its own punishrnent for its
creator. In the Summonerrs TaIe we see a world
where speech and meaning have become capable of

Iinítless expression. They serve no needs, address
no reality beyond private setfishness. (62)
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rn the rrPrioress's Talert the narrator atternpts, like the
second Nun, to make language do too much, to express the
ineffable about the Virgin Mary by using 1anguage to
describe an event so miracurous that it stuns the other
pilgrins into sirence. But the language that chaucer
provides for the narrator is fraught with probrematic
erements. The reader is able to connect much of what the
narrator says to other texts, and those links undermine the
Prioress's words intended to support a position that is
shown to be logocentríc and urtimatery fragire. paule
Mertens-Fonck, for exampre, sho!,rs how chaucerrs name for the
Prioress connects her to a character from the French and
Anglo-Nornan poems Huerine et Aígrantine and fi{el.j or et
Ydoine written Ín the 12th and L3th centuries (i-06). The
verses describe a debate, while on horseback, between ntr¡ro
young ladies on the respective merits of clerks and knights
as lovers. .
once summoned, the irnage will linger at the
back of the mind, leaving an irnpression which wirl guide and
influence the reader's response and understandingTr (107).
And, as Mertens-Fonck indicates, that impression is not
favourabre to the prioress's devout image and message.
Robert scholes wourd agree with Mertens-Fonck's centrifugal
connection of a narrative from the readerrs textualrepertoire to the 'tPrioress's Tale.tr The possibirity of
connectÍng the text to other texts is, as peggy À. Knapp
says, ttan effect of the language [s]he uses that [s]he
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cannot fully commandtt (76)'.
There is, of course, a dialectical process at work in
reading chaucer in this centrifugar way. while the reader

brings to bear all the textual resources at his/her disposal
in order to understand a work, that work alters the tot,arity
of the readerts textual resources as it becomes part of
then; as Scholes points out, the reader is part of a
particular culture and subject to the ideological
perspect,ives and conditioníng of that curture. Judith
Ferster takes a hermeneutical approach to her subject whil_e
stressj-ng the importance of dialectics to the understanding
of a text:
The interpreLer can step out of his own situation
in order to interpret the text on its own terms;
his definition of ,its own terms, will be informed
by his identity and his position in a particular
culture in a particular time. The interpreterrs
identity and location therefore contribute to the
meaning of the text. However, the process is not

self-enclosed or solipsistic because the worrd
the text also shape the interpreter.
(Interpretatíon 4)

and

' Derek Brer^rer makes a related point: rrÀlthough oral
poetry_uses metaphor, mainly in brief and proverbiãt form,
it reries more on metonymy, that is, on thé associations of
words. By metonymy words can be relied on to evoke
particurar associated accepted ideas and feel-ings. These
naturally depend on social, moral, and intellectual
structures, some of which we have lostr (ttStyfsil 235).
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are both readers and writers, Ferster suggests; as \Âre
read, so r¡re al-so create the text we read by bringing our
textual resources to bear on the text.
However the reader attempts to make sense of the text,
the process finally comes down to understanding the words,
which is a concern that chaucer shares with writers from
Äugustine to the present tirne. Augustíners discussions of
the theories of signs influenced writers up to and beyond
chaucer; as curtius has said, this theory became a permanent
We

possession of the Middle Àges', (74). The theory of signs is

arso the basis for Jacques Derrida's theories of language,
as my first chapter indicates. Derrida, of course, examines
signs for a different reason than does Augustine: Derrida
studies language as a system of signs in order to examine
the relationship of language and meaning; Äugustine's
intention $ras to enabre readers to understand and benefit
from the word of God as presented in Scripture.
Chaucer, too, is concerned with the way meaning is

derived (or not derived) frorn ranguage. LÍterary theories
contemporary to chaucer are a result of a long tradition of
writing about words that seems to derive from the work of
Äugustine. That tradition curmj-nates in the l-ate-niddle ages
with the work of the ttcl-assicizing friarsr who accepted the

possibility of multipre levers of meaning in a text and the
existence of a spirituar revel in fiction. Modern literary
theories share many of their basic concepts and objectives
with the theories prevalent in the late-fourteenth century.
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Theories like those of Derrida and schores that r have
incorporated in this study can be useful in examining
chaucer's works, and part of their utility comes from their
resemblance to theories to which chaucer coul_d have been
exposed when he created those works. while there can never

be a direct correlation between theories spanning six
hundred years, there exist enough similarities

to

make the

connection meaningful. Modern theories can be appried

effectively to the study of Chaucer.
The headnote to this chapter is taken from the rfMan of
Law's Talerr in which custance is shipwrecked on the shores
of Northumberland. Because the l-and is foreign to her, she
does not know the language werl-, but somehow makes herself
rrunderstonde.rr she makes herserf rrunderstonderf so well that

she is able to convert the constable and his wife to
christianity before she sair-s off . rn custancers l_imited

in creating and grasping meaning, she is like any
user of language: she is subject to the instability inherent
in any such attempt to comprehend. However, as the Man of
Law says, rrBut algates therby was she understonde.* As
difficult as it may be to understand the language of others,
or to make others understand our own words, meaning is
exchanged at some leveL.
competence

LT2
APPENDTX ONE
SCHOLASTTCTSM ÄND THE RHETORTCTANS

The rise of scholasticism' (the study of logic and
reason as a means of gaining truth and knowledge) and the

study of rhetoric that emerged during the j_2th century vrere
infruential ín establishing both the rore of the writer and
the forms that writing could take. As A.J. Minnis says:
schorast,ic literary theory did not merely provide
these poets IGower and Chaucer] with technical_

idioms: it influenced directly or indirectly the
r,lrays in which they conceived of their literary
creations; it affected their choice of authorial
rol-es and literary forms. (ItledievaT 160)
Unlike Aquinas, who saw the way to God and
understanding as occurring through 1ogic, John of sarisbury,
in the l-2th century, followed Àugustine in his belief in the
importance of rhetoric in the liberar arts, and there
fol-lowed several writers who had an infruence on literary
theory and on the poet's craft. rn his educational treatise
the &letarogicon (c.11-59), he concrudes that the arts have
their origin in Nature (curtius 4Bz) and that r'[r]hetoric is
the beautiful and fruitfur union between reason and
expression. Through harmony, it holds human communities
togethertt (Curtius 77). Geoffrey of Vinsauf shared

' Scholasticism is a movement whích, according
Curtius, rris not interested in evaluating poetry. 1tto
produeed no poetics and no theory of artri (ZZA,)-.
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salisbury's view of rhetoric in his poetria nova (c.12oo),
examining the proper uses of rhetorical devices incruding
anpTificatio and ab.breviatio as a choice the poet must make.
curtius says of the theory of the period as exernplified by
Geoffrey:
The art of the poet has first

and foremost to

prove itself

in the rhetorical treatment of its
materiaÌi for this he can choose between two
procedures--either he ingeniously draws out his
subject, or he dispatches it as briefly as
possible. (490)
sturges comments on the interest in the t.echnicar aspects of
writing: rrrn the repetition and amprification advocated by
rhetoricians, the multiplicity of words, rather than the
singular word of God, is emphasizedil (l-Z-8). This

"multipÌicj-tyt' is centrar to the problems of language and
meaning.

The rising interest in the techniques of writing

coincided with the el-evation of the authorrs status as the
work of Hugh of St. Victor indicates. Curtius says, fraII the
authors of the program fof writing in the middle ages] are
considered as of the same rank. All the authors v/ere

authorities. They forrn Èhe imposing brock of traditíon,
(590). By the later-middre ages, the idea that onry the work
of a scriptural author courd be worthy of study because
divinery inspired was changing to one in which the role of
the contemporary writer took on greater importance and

]-T4

value: rrthe human author possessed a high status and
respected didactic/ styJ-istic strategies of his very own--in
short, auctoritas moved from the divine rearm to the humanrl
(Minnis, I4edievaT vii). vincent of Beauvais saw Lhat even
secular and pagan authors courd be of value to christian
readers. According to sturges, in the specurum hìstoriaTe,
Vi-ncent

situates the opinions of pagan authors side by
side with those from Scripture, without trying to
make them agree, but nevertheLess asserting that
the Christian ones have greater authoríty (16).
The new recognition of authors from outside the christian
tradition had far-reaching effects. For one, it meant that
pre-Christian and pagan writers could be used as a
legitirnate source of inspiration or information for the
medievar writer. Minnis craims that where t-2th-century
scholars saw auctorite as part of a continuous tradition, in
the later-middle ages schorars saw it as part of a hierarchy
in which scripture contained the highest degree of auctorite
and the pagan phirosophers and poets, the fowest,. Referring
to vincent's specurum maius, a compitation of the works of
several auctorites, Minnis says that Vincent
' Peter Abelard (d. LJ-44), Iike Vincent of Beauvais,
berieved that there was a hierarchy of authority but he gave
the reader the right to object and disagree with the
authorities (rrnot all writings are of equar authority. Arl
the patristic writings are to be read witn furl freedom to
criticize, and with no obtigation to accept anything without
questi-onrr Minnis, êÈ. aI. 6g).
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did not attempt to make his auctores agree with
one another, to rnake them al_I speak with one
voice. They differ fundamentallyi the pagans need
not agree with each other or with the revealed
truth of Christianity. Therefore, Vincent was
content to ,repeat, or rreportr, and not to
,assert, as true, the views expressed in different
philosophical texts and in the Apocrypha, leaving
the reader to judge for himself.
. The human
auctor has arrived--stílr lacking in personality,
but possessing his individuar authority and his
l-irnitations, his sins and his style. He has been
rnet by a di-scrirninating and sophisticaÈed reader.
(Ì6edieva7 l_58-9 )

This responsibility of both the auctor for his own writing
and of the reader with his/her experience for interpretation
is significant in its inport for riterary theory, both
medievar and modern'. Meaning is removed from the text and
placed in the hands and rnind of the ,discriminatinq and

'Martin stevens says that rnedievar and modern views
rrshare some fundamentar attítudes
about the nature of art,
not the least among which is the artistrs own inage of his
centrarity within his created universerr (210). Thé presence
of the author within his own work rfis very much a slmptom of
both the medievar and the modern scenes. ror the poät or
even the painter in our own tirne the device is a ùsefu1
anti-illusionist one designed to break a too steadily-held
fictional perspective' (2i.i-). The ilrusion of the wrLterrs
presence ttis there at all times to realign the worrds of
'auctoritee, and experiencerr (21,3,) .
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sophisticated reader.rto The thuman facurties, interpretive
abil-itiest' were given credence over ttspiritual authority"
(Sturges 19). Paraphrasing Romans XV.4 (and rChaucer's
Retractiontt), Minnis says, ,tSt paul did not say that aII

that is written is true: he said that all_ that is written is
written for our doctrine. The onus is therefore placed on
the discriminating readerf' (MedievaL ZOS) "

o

J.D. Burnrey stresses the importance of the nedieval
reader's ability to use and understand language in any view
$te may have of chaucer within an historical cóntext: irf we
are to prace the poetry of chaucer in a historicar situation
in which the complex architecture Istructure of the
languagel we have presumed can be used for poetical effect,
we must presuppose the existence of an audience whose
language use shows a comparabre complexity. chaucer must be
an isorated genius onry in his expróitation of what the
language had to offer him, and noL in his unique possession
of such linguistic competencert (8).
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